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ABSTRACT 

Challenges to Canadian national security have arguably become more complex in 

the contemporary operating environment due to factors such as globalization, climate 

change and shifting geopolitical power. Transnational threats present difficult problems 

that most Western states, including Canada, have responded to by enacting varying forms 

of a comprehensive governmental operating concept which emphasizes collaboration 

between the different departments and agencies involved in national security. 

Unfortunately, interagency collaboration is an academic field that is not fully established 

and despite a wealth of recent research, a comprehensive theory of interagency 

collaboration does not exist. Consequently, in the rush to implement Whole of 

Government operations within the national security sector, there is a danger of producing 

a sub-optimal system due to a lack of understanding about what collaboration entails. 

This paper examines how CANSOFCOM could prepare to become an effective 

interagency partner within the Canadian Whole of Government security community. To 

establish the context for the examination, the paper first considers major developments in 

the contemporary security environment and the evolutionary responses of successive 

Canadian governments to respond to these threats. After describing the principal actors in 

the Canadian security sector, the paper presents a brief overview of major concepts and 

issues within interagency collaboration theory. These ideas are subsequently applied to 

the unique circumstances of CANSOFCOM to suggest methods regarding how the 

organization could best prepare to succeed in interagency operations. The paper 

concludes by suggesting that as interagency operations appear to be a constant within the 

Canadian national security sector for the foreseeable future, developing a collaborative 

capacity would be a worthwhile investment for CANSOFCOM.  
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AVOIDING SISYPHUS: CANSOFCOM AND INTERAGENCY 

COLLABORATION IN THE CANADIAN NATIONAL SECURITY SECTOR 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Never have the nations of the world had so much to lose, or so much to gain. Together we 

shall save our planet, or together we shall perish in its flames. 

- President John F. Kennedy 

 
Alone we can do so little; together we can do so much. 
 

- Helen Keller 

Interagency collaboration is not a new phenomenon, although the prominence that 

this approach to governmental operations possesses in most western democracies is 

indeed relatively new. While neither of the above quotes from either President John F. 

Kennedy or Helen Keller can be considered to be all-encompassing definitions regarding 

interagency operations or collaboration, they do highlight two important aspects of this 

current trend. First, the world remains a dangerous place, perhaps more so than at any 

time in history, although that is a subject for a different argument. Second, responding in 

a piecemeal fashion to contemporary threats, either through unilateral departmental or 

national efforts, will result in sub-optimal solutions. Consequently, most western 

governments have recognized the existence of this cross-road of sorts and embraced a 

comprehensive approach to national security operations which relies on interagency 

collaboration. As a potentially key actor in the Canadian national security sector, this 

paper will examine how Canadian Special Operations Forces Command (CANSOFCOM) 

can best prepare to operate within the Canadian interagency environment.  

Any investigation into how an organization can get ready for operations in the 

contemporary interagency security environment needs to begin by understanding the 

context, particularly the threat. Fortunately, there is no shortage of strategic analyses 
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seeking to understand current affairs. In 2009, the Canadian Forces (CF) Chief of Force 

Development (CFD) released an analysis on the future security environment. Within, the 

analysis predicted that significant trends such as globalization, climate change and trans-

national criminal and terrorist groups would necessitate an adaptation of how the CF 

worked in furtherance of Canadian national security.
1
  

More recently, in December 2012 the National Intelligence Council released 

Global Trends 2030 which identified megatrends and potential game-changers within 

contemporary geopolitical events. This report also highlighted possible issues due to 

globalization and expected resource shortages associated with climate change, while also 

touching on how the international diffusion of power would likely shift to a multipolar 

world.
2
 While many additional analyses exist, there is broad agreement that the 

contemporary operating environment is characterized by complex problems that span the 

traditional jurisdictions of existing organizations. This has understandably lead many 

governments to adapt their responses to national security. 

Like many other countries, Canada’s response to national security has evolved as 

the implications of the modern security environment became clearer. The events of 9/11 

were truly a watershed moment in international affairs and precipitated Prime Minister 

Jean Chretien’s Liberal government to take such policy actions as enacting the Anti-

Terrorist Act and forming special committees.
3
 Prime Minister Paul Martin’s government 

                                                           
 

 
1
 Department of National Defence, The Future Security Environment 2008 – 2030 (Ottawa: Her 

Majesty the Queen in Right of Canada, 2009), 5 – 9. 
2
 National Intelligence Council, Global Trends 2030: Alternative Worlds, (Washington, DC: 

Office of the Director of National Intelligence, 2012), ii. 
3
 Office of the Auditor General of Canada. 2004 Report of the Auditor General of Canada to the 

House of Commons (Ottawa: Public Works and Government Services Canada, 2004), 1 
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would initiate the move to a more collaborative government by publishing a 

comprehensive policy statement for Canadian national security.
4
  

Under Prime Minister Stephen Harper’s Conservative government, the trend to 

implementing greater interagency collaboration has only increased. Building on the 

Liberal approach of blending defence, diplomacy and development, or the 3D approach, 

the Conservative government progressed first to a Whole of Government Approach 

(WGA) to operations and most recently to a comprehensive approach.
5
 The main 

differences between these approaches were the scope of organizations involved and the 

degree of coordination. For instance, the 3D approach envisioned mostly informal 

coordination between the Departments of Foreign Affairs, Defence and the Canadian 

International Development Agency (CIDA). Conversely, the comprehensive approach 

incorporates more diverse roles played by additional organizations, such as Public Safety 

Canada (PSC) and the Privy Council Office (PCO), while recognizing the need for more 

formal coordinative processes. Throughout this policy evolution, a number of 

organizational actors have gained primacy within the Canadian national security sector. 

Some of the principal organizational actors in the Canadian security community 

are long-term departments and organizations, such as the PCO, the CF, the Royal 

Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) and the Department of Foreign Affairs and 

International Trade (DFAIT)
6
. Other organizations, such as the Canadian Security 

                                                           
 

 
4
 Privy Council Office, Securing an Open Society: Canada’s Place in the World (Ottawa: Her 

Majesty the Queen in Right of Canada, 2004), 1. 
5
 Ann Fitz-Gerald and Don Macnamara, “Comprehensive Security Requires Comprehensive 

Structures: How Comprehensive Can We Get?” in Strategic Studies Working Group Papers (Calgary: 

Canadian Defence & Foreign Affairs Institute, March 2012), 4. 
6
 Notwithstanding the fact that DFAIT’s official name was only recognized by the Canadian 

Parliament in 1995, as well as the fact that DFAIT has gone through numerous organizational changes in its  
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Intelligence Service (CSIS), were more recently formed. Lastly, some actors, such as 

PSC, were founded as part of the current evolution toward national security.
7
 Altogether, 

each of these departments and organizations has a distinct organizational culture which 

complicates the efficacy of collaborative ventures. As CANSOFCOM increasingly has a 

legitimate role in the national security sector, it needs to consider not only how best to 

respond to threats, but also how best to collaborate with other organizations. 

Unfortunately, interagency collaboration has often been implemented without a true 

understanding as to the theory, objectives and goals of the concept in and of itself. 

As mentioned earlier, interagency collaboration is not new and some academics 

would suggest that modern examples can be found as early as the post-Second World 

War years.
8
 Nonetheless, only limited research has been conducted into this academic 

field and until the 1990s, there were only a few principal contributors to interagency 

theory. Following the increased adoption of interagency concepts in the 21
st
 Century, 

both normative and empirical literature has increased dramatically. In addition, the 

overall theory has also leveraged complementary work in other fields such as strategic 

                                                                                                                                                                             
 

 

history, Canada has maintained a department entrusted with foreign affairs going back at least to the 

Department of External Affairs founded in 1909. See Jasmin H. Cheung-Gertler, “Department of Foreign 

Affairs and International Trade,” The Canadian Encyclopedia, accessed 12 March 2013, 

http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.com/articles/department-of-foreign-affairs-and-international-trade. In 

addition, despite the announcement in the 2013 Federal Budget that CIDA would be subsumed by DFAIT 

to form the new Department of Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development (DFATD), at the time of writing 

this change has not yet been implemented. Consequently, this project uses pre-Budget 2013 information to 

describe DFAIT’s role in the national security process. This project did not consider CIDA to be a primary 

stakeholder in the national security community and consequently, the analysis should not reasonably be 

affected by omitting the expanded mandate of the DFATD. See  Stephanie Levitz, “Budget 2013: CIDA to 

be Merged with Foreign Affairs,” CTVNews.ca, accessed 24 March 2013, 

http://www.ctvnews.ca/politics/budget-2013-cida-to-be-merged-with-foreign-affairs-1.1205746. 
7
 Initially called the Department of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness, Public Safety was 

authorized in 2004. See Privy Council Office, Securing an Open Society. . ., viii. 
8
 Bernard Carreau, “Transforming the Interagency System for Complex Operations” (Case Studies 

in Defense Transformation Paper Number 6, National Defense University, 2007), 1. 

http://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.com/articles/department-of-foreign-affairs-and-international-trade
http://www.ctvnews.ca/politics/budget-2013-cida-to-be-merged-with-foreign-affairs-1.1205746
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management and organizational behavior. Nevertheless, as of yet there remains no 

comprehensive theory of interagency collaboration. At the same time, it remains possible 

to identify both several key conceptual foundations of the broader subject, as well as 

many common obstacles and associated best practices. 

 Since interagency collaboration lacks a comprehensive theory, any explanation 

into the subject must define key terminology and concepts, such as the levels of 

collaborative relationships and what collaboration actually entails.
9
 With this in mind, 

some other considerations that theory can inform include how collaborative relationships 

form as well as what types of organizational structure should contribute or inhibit 

interagency collaboration. From research such as this, as well as empirical studies, 

several common obstacles to collaboration have been identified, including unclear roles 

and responsibilities, poor accountability and poor communication.
10

  

Fortunately, due to both increasing research and incidence of interagency 

ventures, these limitations on interagency collaboration are generally offset through 

appropriate best practices. In sum, the current status of interagency theory leaves 

CANSOFCOM with three conceptual bases which can be used to prepare for interagency 

operations. These bases include, planning to work in the interagency environment, 

organizing for the interagency environment and workforce development for the 

interagency environment. 

                                                           
 

 
9
 Rebecca Gajda, “Utilizing Collaboration Theory to Evaluate Strategic Alliances,” American 

Journal of Evaluation, Vol. 25, no. 1 (2004): 68. 
10

 Government Accountability Office, National Security: Key Challenges and Solutions to 

Strengthen Interagency Collaboration, GAO-10-822T, (Washington, D.C.: June 9, 2010), 5, 16. 
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Planning for the interagency environment is a vital step and principally consists of 

identifying a legitimate basis for establishing a collaborative enterprise with other 

organizations. While this step does include simply recognizing the need to collaborate, it 

also involves identifying who to collaborate with and what degree of collaborative 

relationship is needed to accomplish the desired goal.
11

 Following an analysis into these 

areas, a collaborative venture can subsequently develop and agree on complementing 

aspects such as defining roles and responsibilities and implementing appropriate 

accountability mechanisms.  

In the Canadian context, there are particular challenges to implementing 

interagency accountability in the national security sector which CANSOFCOM will need 

to address.
12

 Even with all these measures to plan for the interagency environment, 

collaborative ventures should likely develop on a case-by-case basis and only when it 

benefits all participating organizations. Nonetheless, although CANSOFCOM cannot 

force its way into the interagency environment, there are still many organizational and 

developmental steps it can take to prepare. 

Structurally, there are a number of organizational methods based on both theory 

and practical experience that CANSOFCOM could implement to increase its capacity to 

collaborate in interagency operations. Some methods are relatively simple, such as 

embedding personnel from partner organizations, whereas other methods require more 

drastic change and accompanying commitment. For instance, the experience of United 

                                                           
 

 
11

 Bob Hudson et al., “In Pursuit of Inter-Agency Collaboration in The Public Sector,” Public 

Management: An International Journal of Research and Theory, Vol. 1, no. 2 (1999): 240, 253. 
12

 Reg Whitaker and Stuart Farson, “Accountability in and for National Security,” IRPP Choices, 

Vol. 15, no. 9 (September 2009): 37. 
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States (US) Southern Command (SOUTHCOM) in changing its entire organizational 

structure to facilitate collaboration would offer significant challenges for CANSOFCOM 

to implement.
13

  

Both extremes have advantages and disadvantages; what is important is that 

CANSOFCOM understand the options so it can select and commit to an organizational 

structure that best achieves the desired level of collaborative capacity. Included within 

this assessment is the development of organizational enabling structures, such as those 

associated with information sharing, decision-making and organizational learning. At the 

same time, to best succeed in a collaborative environment CANSOFCOM should 

consider how best to prepare its workforce for interagency operations. 

First and foremost, preparing a workforce for interagency operations involves 

identifying what skills are required and developing a strategy to obtain these skills.
14

 

Once CANSOFCOM has identified these requirements, it can decide what combination 

of training, education and professional experience will be implemented. As with 

organizational changes, simple measures to develop CANSOFCOM personnel for 

interagency operations exist, such as in piggybacking off existing CF courses. 

Conversely, CANSOFCOM could expend much effort in this area, including making 

such significant policy changes as requiring interagency rotations as part of career 

progression. Again, the important factor is that CANSOFCOM consider its requirements 

and the associated costs and benefits from a variety of options. In doing so, 

                                                           
 

 
13

Government Accountability Office, Defense Management: U.S. Southern Command 

Demonstrates Interagency Collaboration, but Its Haiti Disaster Response Revealed Challenges Conducting 

a Large Military Operations, GAO-10-801, (Washington, D.C.: July 28, 2010), 21 – 23. 
14

 Michael Spirtas et al., Department of Defense Training for Operations with Interagency, 

Multinational, and Coalition Partners (Santa Monica: RAND Corporation, 2008), 45. 
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CANSOFCOM will have taken steps to becoming a valued collaborative partner in an 

interagency environment. 

To better understand how CANSOFCOM should prepare for interagency 

operations in the Canadian national security sector, this paper will look at a variety of 

relevant ideas. Chapter One will begin by examining the context of the current operating 

environment, including a brief overview of the contemporary threats and challenges, as 

well as Canada’s evolutionary policy response. In addition, this Chapter will explore the 

principal organizational actors in the Canadian security sector and on what basis 

CANSOFCOM would constitute a value-adding partner in this environment.  

Following the establishment of context in Chapter One, Chapter Two will study 

the current state of interagency collaboration theory. Whereas a comprehensive literature 

review would constitute a project in and of itself, this paper will seek to briefly describe 

relevant aspects of the evolving theory, as well as some of the more pertinent 

foundational concepts and common best practices. Lastly, Chapter Three will seek to 

apply the normative lessons to the contextual environment, with particular application to 

CANSOFCOM. Specifically, this chapter will seek to provide suggestions regarding how 

CANSOFCOM can plan for, organize for and develop its workforce for success in 

interagency operations.  

As can be interpreted from President Kennedy’s opening quote, the world remains 

a complex and dangerous place where Canada has much to potentially lose, but also 

much to potentially gain. Practically speaking, the heart of Canada’s progress in this 

uncertain world will undoubtedly include continuing to provide for the security of 

Canada’s national interests, and the protection of all Canadians. By accepting this 
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realization, security practitioners must recognize that the contemporary operating 

environment has necessitated a Canadian whole of government response to address 

modern national security problems. Correspondingly, any organization participating in 

the Canadian security sector should be prepared to operate in an interagency context. 

Therefore, as CANSOFCOM has both the potential and accompanying mandate to be a 

legitimate contributor in this setting, it should implement measures to enhance its 

interagency collaborative capacity so as to set the conditions for both organizational and 

collective success in national security operations. 
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CHAPTER 1: THE CANADIAN SECURITY SECTOR 

 
The world is probably a freer and more democratic place today when I look at it than at 

any point in my lifetime. Yet, paradoxically, rarely has the future of the free and 

democratic world been less secure. 

- Prime Minister of Canada, Stephen Harper 

To state that the contemporary operating environment is characterized by high 

degrees of uncertainty, risk and volatility has almost become a truism, although this in no 

way diminishes the importance of the observation. Developments in technology have 

enabled exponential evolution in areas such as transport, communications and the 

Internet, which have all ultimately contributed to the phenomenon of globalization.
15

 In 

turn, globalization has empowered non-state actors on the international stage to a degree 

rarely, if ever, seen before. When combined with other megatrends, such as the changing 

diffusion of power in the international system, growing demographic patterns and the 

unknown effects of climate change, it becomes clear that national governments will be 

challenged in responding to a plethora of complex problems.
16

 From a security 

perspective, this reality only becomes more evident with the present-day incidence of 

threats such as terrorism, irregular warfare, and the proliferation of Weapons of Mass 

Destruction (WMD). Like all countries, Canada will not be immune to these global 

developments and will need to consider how to effectively respond. 

Fortunately, successive Canadian federal governments have recognized these 

trends, along with their corresponding threats, and have iteratively progressed Canadian 

security policy. Understanding that complex security problems require comprehensive 

                                                           
 

 
15

 Regan Reshke, “Science and Technology,” in Toward Army 2040: Exploring Key Dimensions of 

the Global Environment, (Kingston: Queen’s University, 2011), 21. 
16

 National Intelligence Council, Global Trends 2030. . ., iv. 
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governmental responses, the Government of Canada (GoC) has moved from a 3D
17

 

approach, through a WGA, to a comprehensive approach in an effort to achieve better 

integration and cooperation.
18

 Concurrently, these efforts have been paralleled by new 

security policies, structures and organizational actors within the Canadian security sector. 

These positive and relatively rapid developments have understandably been accompanied 

by some growing pains, such as in how each agency or department can contribute to the 

overall governmental security effort. One example of this case is the contributions of 

CANSOFCOM. 

To better understand how CANSOFCOM can best offer security options to the 

GoC, this chapter will establish the overall context by first examining the defining 

features and emerging trends of the contemporary operating environment. This will be 

followed by a brief look at Canada’s evolutionary security responses to emerging threats, 

including developments in policy and governmental structure. The chapter will then 

highlight various organizational actors in the Canadian security sector, concluding with a 

brief exposé of the capabilities that CANSOFCOM offers in assisting interagency 

security responses. Through this process, it will be demonstrated that CANSOFCOM has 

the potential to be a strong contributor and partner in the GoC’s interagency response to 

contemporary security threats.  

 

 

                                                           
 

 
17

 The 3D approach refers to the integration of defence, development, and diplomatic activities by 

respective Canadian governmental actors. The term was first officially coined in Securing an Open Society: 

Canada’s National Security Policy to describe Canada’s policy approach to international security. See 

Privy Council Office, Securing an Open Society . . ., 47. 
18

 Ann Fitz-Gerald and Don Macnamara, “Comprehensive Security Requires Comprehensive 

Structures . . .,” 4. 
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THE CONTEMPORARY SECURITY ENVIRONMENT 

 

 

“It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of 

wisdom, it was the age of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was the 

epoch of incredulity, it was the season of Light, it was the season of 

Darkness, it was the spring of hope, it was the winter of despair, we had 

everything before us, we had nothing before us, we were all going direct 

to Heaven, we were all going direct the other way…”
19

 

 

A full and complete analysis of the contemporary operating environment is quite 

simply beyond the scope of this project. Nevertheless, with the presence of several key 

defining characteristics and megatrends, it is possible to adequately convey both the 

complexity of the current environment as well as the direct implications to Canada’s 

security. First and foremost amongst these contemporary trends is globalization, which is 

a complex concept in itself due to its many interrelated aspects and differing perspectives. 

For the purposes of this paper, globalization is defined as “…a process of increased 

connectivity and interdependence transcending social, economic, and political spheres.”
20

 

Importantly, as Dickens’ quote from another time suggests, there are just as many 

negative aspects to globalization as positive ones and consequently, the implications of 

this definition demand further explanation. 

Modern improvements in communications technologies and transportation have 

resulted in a greatly increased ability for goods, services and people to cross international 

borders. Termed transnationalism, this phenomenon poses several challenges for states at 

the same time that it has facilitated a high degree of international economic 

                                                           
 

 
19

 Charles Dickens, A Tale of Two Cities: A Story of the French Revolution (Public Domain 

Books, 2000), iBooks edition, 1 – 2. 
20

 National Defence, The Future Security Environment 2008 – 2030 . . ., 10. 
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interdependence.
21

 For instance, transnationalism is a complex phenomenon due to the 

interrelation of numerous economic, social and cultural sub-trends, such as new 

migration patterns and cultural convergence.  Notwithstanding many sub-trends, this 

paper will only consider several prime aspects of globalization due to their potential to 

exacerbate the international security environment concurrent to their benefits. Firstly, no 

matter what outcome is predicted, globalization is generally accepted to be a 

transformational force on international relations, particularly regarding the diffusion of 

power and the traditional role of the state.
22

 Secondly, the combination of 

transnationalism, economic globalization and the expected effects of climate change are 

likely to affect both the causes of contemporary security threats, as well as the nature of 

those threats in some cases. However, to fully understand the implications of the latter 

point, it is necessary to delve into the former point in more detail. 

The diffusion of power that globalization has introduced in the contemporary 

international order has both a state and non-state aspect. From a broad statist perspective, 

historian Niall Ferguson has argued that with respect to power, globalization is actually a 

paradox since power tends to become more diffuse as the world becomes more 

integrated.
23

 Indeed, this observation appears to be prescient when considered against the 

apparent trend away from an international hegemony under the United States of America 

(USA) accompanied by the rise of states such as China, India and Brazil. From a 

narrower statist perspective, traditional state structures have been argued to be unsuitable 

                                                           
 

 
21

 Norrin M. Ripsman and T.V. Paul, Globalization and the National Security State (New York: 

Oxford University Press, Inc., 2010), 6 – 7. 
22

 Charles W. Kegley, Jr. and Shannon L. Blanton, World Politics: Trend and Transformation, 

2012 – 2013 Edition, (Boston: Wadsworth, 2013), 329. 
23

 Niall Ferguson, Colossus: The Price of America’s Empire (New York: The Penguin Press, 

2004), 298. 
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for addressing the nature and accompanying complexity of contemporary global 

problems.
24

 This observation is predicated on the perspective that the most serious 

modern threats transcend borders and are thus not susceptible to states acting in isolation. 

However, this view also includes the viewpoint that most threats go beyond the mandate 

of any single governmental organization. For instance, there is an increasing recognition 

that national security goes beyond being primarily the responsibility of a state’s 

military.
25

 Contrasted against this changing dynamic of a state’s role in the changing 

international power system is the increasing role of non-state actors. 

  Paralleling the seeming limitations of the state in today’s international system 

has been the increase in power of a variety of international organizations. Aided by 

transnationalism and the proliferation of communications technology, a variety of groups 

and organizations are now able to influence international agendas to a degree that in some 

cases eclipses relatively less powerful states. Non-state actors such as corporations, social 

groups, and international organizations are all contributing to continued globalization 

through the increased presence they enjoy on the international stage.
26

 While these 

groups can generally play positive roles, transnationalism equally enables negative 

groups to achieve influence as well, such as criminal networks, terrorists and a variety of 

ideologically extreme organizations.
27

 The net result of this rise in non-state actors is an 

increase in stakeholders able to influence international issues and a corresponding 

                                                           
 

 
24

 Nana K. Poku, “Globalization, Development and Security,” in Contemporary Security Studies, 

2
nd

 Ed. edited by Alan Collins (New York: Oxford University Press Inc., 2010), 272. 
25

 Bryan Mabee, The Globalization of Security: State Power, Security Provision and Legitimacy 

(New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2009), 50. 
26

 Ripsman and Paul, Globalization and the National Security State, 9. 
27

 Fathali M. Moghaddam, The New Global Insecurity: How Terrorism, Environmental Collapse, 

Economic Inequalities, and Resource Shortages Are Changing Our World (Santa Barbara: ABC-CLIO, 

LLC, 2010), 75. 
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increased complexity in addressing contemporary security threats. The combined state 

and non-state effects of the international diffusion of power are magnified when 

contrasted against some of the changing reasons for and types of conflict that have arisen 

with globalization. 

While there are many benefits to globalization, some of the accompanying 

disadvantages have been extremely destabilizing, such as the unequal distribution of 

wealth and its resultant impacts of unemployment, migration and resource scarcity.
28

 This 

aspect has and may continue to fuel international resentment and provide the grounds that 

actually fuel transnational threats like terrorism. Indeed, as the global population 

expands, competition for scarce non-renewable resources, such as water, is expected to 

be an increasing source of both intra- and inter-state conflict.
29

 This likely trend will 

possibly be aggravated by climate change, which has the potential to drastically impact 

countries that are the least able to cope, such as those in sub-Saharan Africa. Notably, it 

is also important to understand that the emerging doctrine of responsibility to protect 

suggests that states could be dragged into intra-state conflicts to prevent humanitarian 

suffering.
30

  At the same time, while new reasons for conflict are emerging, the ways in 

which those conflicts are fought are also changing. 

Although inter-state conflict remains a possibility under globalization, several 

other types of non-state conflict have come to the forefront. The rise of non-state actors 

has diversified the threat, which spans the range from transnational criminal 
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organizations to terrorist groups.
31

 In response to western military superiority, hostile 

non-state actors are expected to increasingly incorporate asymmetric techniques and use 

the technologies of globalization to conduct attacks while preserving their freedom of 

manoeuvre.
32

 The seriousness of these threats is magnified by the proliferation of WMD, 

particularly when considered against the efforts of terrorist organizations to acquire and 

use these devices.
33

 When these threats are combined with other transnational 

phenomenon like the possibility of natural disasters and pandemics, the complexity of the 

contemporary international security environment becomes clear, as does the threat to 

Canada. 

 The bottom line deduction that can be taken from the above information is that 

the conceptualization of Canada as “…a fireproof house far from inflammable 

materials,”
34

 is outdated. As a state on the international stage, Canada is equally subject 

to transnational threats and shocks in the contemporary operating environment. 

Recognizing the nature of the threats that potentially affect Canada, the GoC must be 

prepared to work as part of a diversified and international network in order to truly 

address these issues. Similarly, understanding that the complexity of modern security 

issues under globalization transcends the ability of any one governmental department to 

effectively respond, the GoC should strive to incorporate effective processes that 

integrate all the instruments of national power in a synergistic manner. With that thought 
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in mind, this chapter will now turn to an examination of the relevant Canadian policy and 

governmental organizations that reflects this realization.   

 

THE EVOLUTIONARY CANADIAN RESPONSE TO NATIONAL SECURITY 
 

 

Contrary to the optimism that accompanied the end of the Cold War, Canada’s 

contemporary national security policy can be said to draw its roots primarily from the 

events that occurred on 9/11. These terrorist attacks precipitated a number of immediate 

policy projects and impacts, such as the formation of an Ad Hoc Cabinet Committee on 

Public Security and Anti-Terrorism, and the passing of the Anti-Terrorism Act.
35

 While 

Canada had potentially grasped the depth of one transnational threat, a true appreciation 

of the breadth and complexity of the modern transnational threats to security arguably 

was not achieved until the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) crisis in 2003. 

With these two diametrically opposed, yet related threats, the early years of the 21
st
 

Century were filled with a drastically changed perspective on national security for 

Canadians, as well as citizens in most Western states. In light of the haste with which 

some security measures were imposed, it should come as no surprise that there were 

some initial inefficiencies, as documented by the Auditor General of Canada in 2004.
36

 In 

the wake of this report, the Canadian approach to national security would drastically 

change. 
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   Following the Report of the Auditor General in 2004, Prime Minister Paul 

Martin’s Government released what was heralded as Canada’s first comprehensive policy 

statement for National Security, called Securing an Open Society: Canada’s Place in the 

World. This policy showcased an understanding regarding the complexity of the threats at 

the time, as well as the need for Canada to incorporate an integrated governmental 

response grounded in policy and new organizations and is represented in Figure 1.
37

 

 

Figure 1 - Interrelation of Threats to Canada's National Security 

 Source: PCO, Securing an Open Society, 4. 

From an organizational perspective, this policy statement formalized several new 

stakeholders in the national security landscape, including the new Department of Public 

Safety and Emergency Preparedness Canada (PSEPC), the appointment of a National 

Security Advisor (NSA), and the creation of a Cabinet Committee on Security, Public 
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Health and Emergencies.
38

 The statement also allowed for the creation of an Integrated 

Threat Assessment Centre (ITAC), as well as a Government Operations Centre (GOC) 

within PSEPC. Regarding the conduct of operations, the statement called for an 

integrated governmental approach to international security, which incidentally became 

the first formalization of the interdependence between defence, diplomacy and 

development, or the 3D approach.
39

 Although the concept would subsequently evolve, the 

3D approach was initially not very descriptive and left much room for interpretation. 

 With the release of Canada’s International Policy Statement (IPS) in 2005, the 

Martin Government would in fact expand on some of the concepts found within Securing 

an Open Society. Demonstrating an increasingly nuanced appreciation of the 

transnational threat, this document reiterated a commitment to integrated governmental 

operations, while concurrently continuing to organizationally adapt so as to better 

respond. For instance, the Defence portion of the document heralded the beginning of CF 

transformation with the revision of the CF command structure and the stand-up of a 

Special Operations Group (SOG), which would later become CANSOFCOM.
40

  

Functionally, the IPS held to the 3D approach, although with a growing 

acknowledgement of the role of international commerce, it has been argued that this was 

more accurately a 3D+C approach.
41

  

Notwithstanding this terminology, the IPS did not significantly expand on how 

the integrated 3D approach was intended to be conducted. This vagueness lead to 
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differences in how various departments understood the concept. For instance, although 

the Diplomacy section of the IPS called for improved coherency between civilian 

assistance and military operations,
42

 terminology on distinct measures to achieve this was 

notably absent. Conversely, the Defence section of the IPS repeatedly recognized the 

inability of military forces to act independent of other departments and Non-Government 

Organizations (NGOs), while also specifically identifying measures to improve 

coordination and collaboration, such as creating Canada Command.
43

 These clearly 

differing departmental interpretations of an integrated approach lead some to claim that 

3D operations were not integrated at all,
44

 although this would be changed by 

Afghanistan. 

In 2005, several initiatives occurred in Afghanistan that would serve to expand 

the Canadian concept of integrated operations. First, military members of the Strategic 

Advisory Team - Afghanistan (SAT-A) worked in close concert with both DFAIT and 

CIDA in providing strategic and operational advice to senior levels of the government of 

Afghanistan.
45

  Second, Canada took command of a Provincial Reconstruction Team in 

Kandahar (PRT-K) and third, the CF began an intensive combat mission in Kandahar that 

eventually saw close coordination between security, development and governance 

initiatives. With the growing commitment and interdepartmental importance of 
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Afghanistan post-2005, these activities would become a major forcing function in driving 

an integrated governmental approach. However, it would take the conclusions of the 

Independent Panel on Canada’s Future Role in Afghanistan, or the Manley Panel, to force 

a truly transformational change. 

  In reviewing Canada’s commitment to Afghanistan in 2007, the Harper 

Government appointed a panel of distinguished Canadians to investigate the issue lead by 

a former Deputy Prime Minister, John Manley. This Independent Panel made a number 

of observations, however, the most significant with respect to the 3D approach, or WGA 

as it was now called,
46

 was the identification of poor interdepartmental coordination.
47

 

The panel subsequently recommended that: 

These efforts should be led by the Prime Minister, supported by a special 

cabinet committee and by a single task force directing the activities of all 

departments and agencies. The objective is to ensure better balance, tighter 

coordination and more systematic evaluation of Canada’s contributions.
48

 

 

This recommendation ultimately resulted in the creation of the Afghanistan Task Force 

(ATF) Secretariat within the PCO, which in turn lead to substantial integration of 

defence, diplomacy and development initiatives.
49

 Combined with increasing Canadian 

interagency operations in Afghanistan itself, this would lead to the evolution of the WGA 

to one of comprehensive operations. 
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The next major policy document released was the 2008 Canada First Defence 

Strategy (CFDS). Consistent with the evolutionary trend, the CFDS continued to 

demonstrate an improved comprehension of the complexity of transnational threats, while 

simultaneously advocating for an improvement in the WGA to operations. Interestingly, 

whereas the CFDS identifies the requirement to have an overarching interdepartmental 

strategy for national security,
50

 this was paralleled by an increasing reference to 

comprehensive operations in both CF doctrine and professional articles.
51

 This trend 

would continue to be seen in subsequent federal policy documents. 

Among the incremental developments in the government’s comprehensive 

approach to security was the release of the interim Federal Emergency Response Plan 

(FERP) in 2009 with the aim of integrating a national emergency response through a 

comprehensive management system.
52

 After this, and following reelection in 2011, the 

Harper government formed a Cabinet Committee on National Security chaired by the 

Prime Minister.
53

 More recently, Building Resilience Against Terrorism: Canada’s 

Counter-Terrorism Strategy, was released in 2011 and embraces the language of a 
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comprehensive approach by advocating interdepartmental collaboration and partnerships 

as opposed to simple coordination.
54

 

Overall, these actions provide the most recent examples of the evolution of a 

federal interdepartmental approach to security from what was initially a primarily 

coordinative approach under the 3D model to a truly integrative comprehensive approach. 

Of course, as briefly touched on within this section, this evolution has not been without 

problems and the question of how best to execute interdepartmental operations remains 

an important issue to resolve. However, to better understand complications with the 

execution of operations, it is necessary to understand the stakeholders within the 

Canadian federal security sector, their mandates, and their capabilities. 

 

PRINCIPAL ACTORS IN THE CANADIAN SECURITY SECTOR 

 

 

As illustrated in Canada’s Counter-Terrorism Strategy and the FERP, there are a 

number of different federal departments and agencies that have roles and responsibilities 

relating to Canada’s national security. In appropriate recognition of the complexity of the 

contemporary threat, the inclusion of a breadth of organizations from the Department of 

Finance, to Citizenship and Immigration Canada (CIC), to Health Canada is incredibly 

important. However, since sufficiently addressing all organizations is beyond the scope 

of this paper, this chapter will necessarily constrain a further examination to several 

primary organizations as determined by their relationships to the Department of National 

Defence (DND) / CF and CANSOFCOM. Consequently, this section will look at the 
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roles, mandates and responsibilities of security stakeholders such as the PCO, DFAIT, 

PSC, CSIS, the RCMP, DND and the CF and of course, CANSOFCOM.  

The first major organizational actor in the Canadian security sector is the PCO. 

The PCO has three broad roles consisting firstly in advising the Prime Minister, secondly 

in providing a secretarial function for Cabinet, and thirdly in promoting public service 

leadership and professionalism.
55

 Within the PCO, security and intelligence issues are 

overseen by the NSA, whose primary responsibilities include coordinating the actions of 

Canada’s security and intelligence organizations, providing intelligence assessments and 

overseeing the Communications Security Establishment of Canada (CSEC) in 

conjunction with the Deputy Minister (DM) of the DND. To assist in their duties, the 

NSA is supported by two Secretariats within PCO, the Security and Intelligence 

Secretariat, and the International Assessment Staff.
56

  

When viewed against the powerful central role that the PCO plays vis a vis other 

departments, it would seem that the NSA would have extensive powers and authority 

within the Canadian security sector. In practice, the influence of the NSA is debatable as 

some accounts have described the position as low-profile. Further, there is also a degree 

of active resistance to expanded powers for the NSA on the grounds that this would 

undermine the concept of ministerial responsibility.
57

 Nonetheless, as the PCO is the 
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PM’s department and the hub for all other departments, this organization exerts great 

influence in the national security sector. 

The second major Canadian organizational actor is DFAIT, whose mandate is to, 

“…manage Canada's diplomatic and consular relations and to encourage the country's 

international trade.”
58

 As expressed in the 2012-13 Reports on Plans and Priorities, 

DFAIT accomplishes this by: 

. . .undertaking diplomacy and programming in support of international 

peace and security, democracy, human rights and the rule of law, and 

provides whole-of-government coordination in response to unanticipated 

events, such as international crises and natural disasters abroad.
59

 

 

Of note, DFAIT’s priorities are an obvious manifestation of the observation that 

Canada’s economic stability is dependent on international security, which can 

diplomatically be effected by promoting a variety of global institutions and targeted 

initiatives. For instance, DFAIT’s Counter-Terrorism and Capacity Building Program 

(CTCBP) seeks to assist other states in combating terrorism through a variety of 

measures, including the provision of training, equipment and technical assistance, which 

could include working with partners such as the CF and CANSOFCOM.
60

 DFAIT is also 

responsible for the Stabilization and Reconstruction Task Force (START), which aims to 

coordinate Canadian peace operations in fragile states.
61

 With these responsibilities, and 
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DFAIT’s primary responsibility for conducting Canada’s affairs abroad, it is clear that 

this department is a major stakeholder in the Canadian security sector. 

The next major department within the Canadian security sector is PSC, which also 

includes CSIS, the RCMP, Correctional Services Canada (CSC), the Parole Board of 

Canada (PBC), and the Canadian Border Services Agency (CBSA). Indeed, a primary 

role of PSC is to unite these like agencies and thereby achieve better integration amongst 

stakeholders engaged in national security, law enforcement and management of 

emergencies.
62

 As mentioned earlier, PSC houses the GOC, which assists the department 

in its responsibility of coordinating and supporting the activities of other departments and 

agencies in accomplishing their own respective mandates regarding the safety of 

Canadians. Considering the scope of responsibilities for PSC, particularly in its role of 

advice, coordination and support, integration with this department is critical to ensure the 

smooth functioning of the overall governmental apparatus. Notwithstanding the 

importance of CSC, the PBC and the CBSA in providing for national security, the roles 

of CSIS and the RCMP are particularly relevant considering their implications for the CF 

and CANSOFCOM. 

The role of CSIS is to, “. . . investigate threats, analyze information and produce 

intelligence,”
63

 which it subsequently uses to advise the federal government on how to 

protect its national interests. Initially founded to counter foreign espionage in Canada, 
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with the evolving post-Cold War threat the primary interest of CSIS shifted to terrorism. 

Although there are no geographical limitations on the primary operational mandate of 

CSIS, it is important to note that CSIS is not responsible for countering security threats 

through direct action.
64

 Consequently, CSIS must work in close concert with other 

departments and agencies to facilitate appropriate responses, such as the RCMP for law 

enforcement activities, or the CF for counter-terrorist activities, amongst others. Given 

the importance of intelligence and analysis for countering contemporary threats, it is clear 

that CSIS plays an important role in the Canadian interagency security environment. 

As the national police force of Canada, the RCMP also plays an important role in 

the security sector. Their mandate includes, but is not limited to, conducting national 

security criminal investigations, marine security, protective policing and critical incident 

management.
65

 To accomplish these tasks, the RCMP makes extensive use of interagency 

teams, such as the Integrated National Security Enforcement Teams (INSETs). The 

RCMP also has a mandate to conduct extraterritorial investigations with respect to 

terrorist activity if a Canadian citizen is involved.
66

 Notwithstanding this role, the RCMP 

lacks some of the capabilities that reside in the CF and consequently, mechanisms are in 

place to provide military assistance to the RCMP through either Assistance to Law 

Enforcement (ALEA) legislation or through the Canadian Forces Armed Assistance 
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Directives (CFAAD). As such, there is a strong imperative to maintain a close 

relationship between these organizations.    

As the national military, the role of the CF in providing for Canada’s security 

seems largely self-evident. Illustratively, the Canada First Defence Strategy clearly 

articulates three defined roles for the CF in, “…defending Canada, defending North 

America and contributing to international peace and security.”
67

 However, with deeper 

analysis the symbiotic relationship between the CF and other government departments 

and agencies becomes more evident. For instance, the CF has a range of capabilities that 

are not pure warfighting and which can contribute to security, such as the conduct of 

defence, diplomacy and military assistance (DDMA) tasks.
68

 In working to stabilize 

fragile states,
69

 the CF must and does work in close coordination with other departments, 

such as DFAIT, to ensure the harmonization of effects. The CF also has a number of 

capabilities, such as the ability to respond to Chemical, Biological, Radiological and 

Nuclear (CBRN) events which can greatly assist other departments in meeting their own 

responsibilities. At the same time, the CF is both a user and a provider of intelligence, 

implying a necessity to be closely integrated into the overall national intelligence 
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structure. Within this environment, CANSOFCOM has a unique role that merits separate 

attention. 

CANSOFCOM was formed in 2006 as part of CF Transformation.
70

 By way of a 

broad overview to special operations, this remains a maturing capability within the CF, 

however, they are “…particularly well suited for denied and politically sensitive 

environments.”
71

 With respect to operations in support of national security, just as the 

conventional military has a range of capabilities that can be brought to bear across the 

spectrum of conflict, so too do Special Operations Forces (SOF). In general, the core 

activities of SOF include direct action missions, special reconnaissance,
72

 counter-

proliferation of WMD, counter-terrorism, DDMA and counterinsurgency operations.
 73  

 

Additionally, the SOF luxury of selecting individuals for service normally results in the 

line units being composed of service members who are creative, self-reliant, adaptive and 

culturally attuned. Consequently, the normative output of a state’s SOF units should be 

something: 

. . . that provides governments with a wide range of kinetic and non-

kinetic options to pre-empt, disrupt, react to, or shape strategic or 

operational effects domestically or abroad.
74

 

 

With this in mind, there are a number of areas in which CANSOFCOM can contribute to 

the interagency security sector beyond those activities of the broader CF. In addition to 
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the purely counter-terrorist tasks which SOF are generally known for and which must 

continue to be provided for, CANSOFCOM has a high degree of potential to provide 

non-kinetic effects as well. For instance, CANSOFCOM efforts at DDMA would provide 

expertise in unique and high-demand areas that would be particularly useful in fragile 

states combatting terrorism on their own. Practically, CANSOFCOM is already 

conducting these operations in concert with DFAIT in areas such as Jamaica and Africa.
75

  

At the same time, CANSOFCOM has the capability to augment national 

intelligence capabilities through activities such as special reconnaissance, which could 

complement collection efforts. Further, service members from CANSOFCOM units can 

provide a degree of situational awareness, ground truth and networking that can inform 

senior civilian and military decision makers on matters of strategic importance.
76

 To 

accomplish these operations, the interagency effort would benefit if CANSOFCOM were 

highly integrated with national intelligence agencies to ensure fused intelligence, an 

understanding of requirements and the promotion of intelligence driven operations. 

Similarly, CANSOFCOM would benefit from exposure with line departments such as 

DFAIT to both ensure an understanding of strategic intent and the operating environment, 

but also to reassure those departments about the professionalism of SOF. Thus, through a 

variety of capabilities limited only by the imaginations of those involved, CANSOFCOM 

has the potential to greatly assist the Canadian interagency security framework. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

 

This chapter has concluded that CANSOFCOM has much to offer the Canadian 

government’s comprehensive approach to national security through a variety of unique 

capabilities which can complement the mandates of other departments. This deduction is 

grounded primarily in the complexity of the modern threat environment resulting from 

globalization, particularly transnational threats such as terrorism. Understanding that 

threats to Canada’s national security can originate from far away, successive 

governments have recognized that Canada cannot isolate itself from these problems. In 

response, and appreciating that contemporary threats span departmental jurisdictions, 

Canada has adopted an evolutionary policy response that integrates all responsible 

departments. 

Beginning as the 3D approach under the Liberal government of Prime Minister 

Paul Martin, this approach has gradually evolved into a more integrated comprehensive 

approach to national security operations. With many important stakeholders mandated to 

work in this space, it should be no surprise that efforts have not always been smooth. 

That being said, CANSOFCOM appears to have a number of capabilities that would 

greatly benefit the interagency process in a number of areas and in support of a number of 

agencies and departments. How CANSOFCOM best prepares to work in this interagency 

space is thus a matter of great importance. However, before answering that question, this 

paper will first turn to a review of various theories and studies on collaboration from both 

academics and practitioners. By doing so, this literature review will better inform how 

CANSOFCOM could apply the theory of interagency collaboration to its own efforts to 

work in the Canadian national security sector.
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CHAPTER 2: INTERAGENCY COLLABORATION THEORY 

 
It is the long history of humankind (and animal kind, too) those who learned to 

collaborate and improvise most effectively have prevailed. 

- Charles Darwin 

Although the professional literature on interagency collaboration does not 

universally acclaim the notion as a tool of public management, this has not stopped many 

contemporary Western democracies from adopting the concept in practice. Indeed, 

similar to how Darwin’s theory of evolution is generally accepted within the scientific 

community, it would seem that the public policy community has generally accepted the 

necessity and potential of collaboration between agencies in the public sector. While 

understandable, this observation appears curiously disconnected when considering the 

reality that there is as yet no comprehensive theory that addresses either the interagency 

or collaboration. Instead, many gaps remain within the overall concepts, ranging from 

common definitions for key terminology like coordination, cooperation and 

collaboration, to how to reliably measure the effectiveness of collaborative mechanisms 

and practices. As such, an examination into how any actor would incorporate itself into 

the interagency security sector in Canada must commence by clarifying the major ideas, 

issues and best practices of interagency collaboration. 

This chapter will begin by briefly examining the historical evolution of 

interagency theory, starting with its initial roots in the post-Second World War years, and 

concluding with contemporary models. Included in this narrative will be concise 

descriptions of the major plateaus in interagency theory, including resource dependency 

theory, Eugene Bardach’s craftsmanship theory, and modern theories of collaboration. In 

addition, the broad influences of other academic disciplines such as strategic management 
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and organizational theory will be considered. After establishing this groundwork, the 

chapter will then shift to confirming the commonly accepted ideas, concepts and issues 

associated with current versions of interagency theory. Of note, while it is not possible to 

do complete justice to interagency theory in one chapter, as a minimum an explanation of 

major characteristics such as definitions, rationales and processes will enable a better 

understanding of how to practically apply the theory to CANSOFCOM.
 77

 

The last part of the chapter will look at key factors that can inhibit the 

development of collaboration, as well as commonly accepted best practices for 

addressing these challenges. While the lack of an all-encompassing normative theory 

remains problematic in this regard, in a practical sense, several cross-cutting empirical 

observations have identified general principles and considerations. Although these 

lessons may not guarantee success, they appear to be prerequisites in facilitating 

collaboration and as such, will be useful in subsequently examining how CANSOFCOM 

could effectively act in an interagency environment. Overall, this chapter will 

demonstrate that notwithstanding the absence of comprehensive interagency theory, there 

remain many considerations that must realistically be applied for an organization to 

effectively function in an interagency environment. 
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THE EVOLUTION OF INTERAGENCY COLLABORATION THEORY 

 

The problem of interagency collaboration is not a new one, although some 

organizations may have had more experience than others in dealing with it over the years. 

For example, the experiences of the United States in developing and implementing the 

Marshall Plan in the post-Second World War years provide much substance for studying 

a process that spanned a variety of departments and agencies.
78

 The theory associated 

with collaborative governance steadily developed throughout the 1960s, aided by such 

works as those by economist Mancur Olson, who challenged conventional wisdom 

regarding how groups would act together in pursuing their respective self-interests.
79

 

Many other models spun off from this work, such as elements of game theory, however, 

the theory of resource dependency would come to be the accepted view of group 

relationships until approximately the early 1990s. In essence, resource dependency theory 

suggests that forms of collaboration will emerge when organizations are dependent on 

other organizations for required resources, albeit in an admittedly adversarial 
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collaboration.
80

 In the late 1980s, management professor Barbara Gray would begin to 

challenge the dominance of resource dependency theory by calling for the development 

of a comprehensive theory of collaboration. 

Gray significantly expanded on collaboration theory in her 1989 book, 

Collaborating: Finding Common Ground For Multiparty Problems, but also in other 

studies. Importantly, Gray and other researchers recognized the absence of a 

comprehensive theory and began to fill in the gaps. For instance, in 1991 Gray worked 

with business administration professor Donna J. Wood to highlight what a definition for 

collaboration would entail, when collaboration should be conducted, and what the 

relationships might be between organizational self-interests and collective interests in a 

collaborative alliance.
81

 This steady theoretical progression would continue with the 

theory of craftsmanship as proposed by renowned public policy professor Eugene 

Bardach. 

Some of Bardach’s earlier work towards a comprehensive theory consisted of 

attempting to apply emerging work on networks to the problem of interagency 

collaboration. In presenting how different types of networks might contribute to 

collaboration in differing environments, Bardach subsequently began to identify key 

principles, such as the importance of trust in developing interagency partnerships.
82

 

These ideas ultimately culminated in Bardach’s theory of craftsmanship, which suggested 
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that building a collaborative endeavor was analogous to building a house; it was 

challenging, but could be accomplished with skilled craftsmen.
83

 More specifically, 

successfully creating a collaborative endeavor, or inter-organizational collaborative 

capacity (ICC) as Bardach called it, would depend on the quality of the raw materials, the 

presence of finite and critical skills, the quality of practices employed by the 

collaborators and the overall environment.  

In a broader sense, Bardach’s concepts were providing the normative answers to 

questions of structure, process and training for developing collaboration. Bardach would 

subsequently expand on the sequences for building interagency collaboration, or 

“platforming,” in addition to identifying significant obstacles to successful 

collaboration.
84

 As well as specific insights on interagency collaboration, Bardach’s work 

also highlighted the influence of crossover academic disciplines such as theories on 

strategic management, organizational behavior, and networks, which continues to this 

day. 

Strategic management theory augmented interagency theory by highlighting such 

issues as the different types of alliances, why organizations might consider an alliance 

and how alliances could contribute to creating competitive advantage. In addition, 

strategic management also considers how alliances can be structured and the 
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determinants behind making an alliance successful.
85

 Further, strategic management 

began to answer questions on how to qualitatively assess and measure both the 

desirability and effectiveness of partnerships. For instance, the emphasis on the financial 

bottom line in the private sector is useful in understanding the importance of 

implementing monitoring systems in a collaborative partnership, and also in analyzing 

potential partners for strategic fit.
86

 These concepts are clearly also relevant to 

interagency collaborations and have been incorporated as such. Similarly, theory on 

organizational behavior and networks has also been adapted. 

Like craftsmanship theory, contemporary organizational theory challenges the 

adversarial foundation of resource dependency in suggesting that voluntary collaboration 

can enhance competitiveness through increased performance and greater innovation.
87

 A 

key to this proposition is an organizational orientation that stresses partnership, including 

how to manage issues of interdependence, trust, and communications. In proposing a 

collaborative-network perspective, organizational theory draws on parallel work on 

networks, such as practical methods for structuring and managing relationships. For 

instance, network theory would suggest that a shared governance model would be more 

appropriate within an all-channel network, whereas a lead organization governance 

model would be better suited to a hub-and-spoke network.
88

 Altogether, theory on 

interagency collaboration is strengthened with a strong evolution and by drawing on other 
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professional disciplines, such as strategic management, organizational behavior and 

networks. Unfortunately, significant research gaps remain
89

 and consequently, this 

chapter will proceed with a summary of the major conceptual components of interagency 

collaboration theory. 

 

MAIN CONCEPTS OF INTERAGENCY COLLABORATION THEORY 

 

The first part of understanding contemporary collaboration theory is to confirm 

the major terminology and definitions. As mentioned earlier, Wood and Gray stressed the 

requirement for a definition of collaboration, suggesting that any definition would need to 

answer, “. . .who is doing what, with what means, toward which ends.”
90

 Unfortunately, 

this issue is not as easy as simply defining collaboration as many sources have used 

significantly different definitions. In addition, several other similar words and concepts 

are sometimes used interchangeably with collaboration, such as coordination and 

cooperation.
91

 To clarify this terminology issue, Bardach’s 1998 definition of 

collaboration has generally been accepted as meeting the requirements for academic 

theory. Specifically, Bardach defined collaboration as “. . . any joint activity by two or 

more agencies that is intended to increase public value by their working together rather 

than separately.”
92

 With respect to this definition, it is also useful to conceive of joint 
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activities along a collaborative continuum, which assists in defining cooperation and 

coordination relative to collaboration.  

One such example would see the continuum defined with cooperation on one end, 

collaboration on the other and coordination in the middle.
93

 In this formulation, 

cooperation would be defined as merely the sharing of information between independent 

groups and coordination would be defined as the joint delivery of services or events 

between different groups.
94

 Lastly, the degree of collaboration would be defined as 

separate organizations actually relinquishing a degree of control and authority so as to 

create a somewhat unified structure to accomplish a shared goal. This conceptualization 

is largely consistent with most literature on the degrees of collaboration, although in 

some cases networking is used to refer to simple information exchange
95

 while 

coadunation is used to refer to creating a completely unified interagency structure, which 

can be seen at Figure 2.
96

 Out of all these considerations, the most important factor is that 
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there can be degrees of collaboration based on the amount of integration. Since each level 

of collaboration comes with its own respective challenges to be successfully 

implemented, it is extremely important for an organization to understand what its 

motivation is for undertaking a collaborative endeavor. 

In general, there are three broad rationales underlying why organizations would 

choose to collaborate. These rationales include solving problems beyond the ability of 

any one organization, creating economies of scale and creating a collaborative advantage. 

With respect to the first rationale, the complexity of modern security problems as 

outlined in the first chapter of this project has led to the creation of the Iron Law of 

Interagency, which is that, “… no national security or international affairs issue can be 

resolved by one agency alone.”
97

 Indeed, with the rising incidence of so-called ‘wicked’ 

societal problems, interagency collaboration enables organizations to mitigate uncertainty 

in the operating environment by sharing or diffusing risk.
98

 

The second rationale for interagency collaboration is to create economies of scale, 

which is extremely relevant in the face of current fiscal pressure to reduce overall 

governmental expenditures. Aside from effective service delivery, there is also a question 

of efficient service delivery. Understanding that many problems span the jurisdictions of 

multiple agencies and organizations, governments have incentives to avoid redundancy 

and duplication, which simultaneously achieves a more efficient comprehensive 
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governmental response.
99

 At the same time, it is important to distinguish between the 

second rationale of creating simple economies of scale, and the third rationale of creating 

a collaborative advantage, which is something above and beyond.  

Although still on a financial level, a collaborative advantage can occur when 

organizations undertake joint investments which they may not be able to do when acting 

independently. Similarly, organizations can implement a series of collaborative activities 

such as sharing knowledge and combining complementary resources and capabilities.
100

 

Significantly, when these latter types of shared activities lead to an interdisciplinary 

approach to problems and lateral thinking, organizations can develop true collaborative 

advantage through innovation.
101

 These advantages can become more pronounced the 

more trust and familiarity are shared between the organizations. Having briefly explained 

three broad rationales behind why collaborating makes sense for organizations, the next 

major segment of interagency theory looks at the structures and organizations that can be 

used to facilitate collaboration. 

Essentially, organizations can structure themselves for collaboration through two 

broad manners, consisting of formal and informal structures. Unfortunately, as late as 

2009 there was a general lack of academic work relating to formal structures that enable 

collaboration.
102

 Notwithstanding, this part of the literature is highly related to work on 

degrees of integration, with the underlying assumption being that certain types of 

structures are more suited to certain degrees of desired, or actual, integration. For 
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instance, Rebecca Gajda, a professor specializing in program evaluation and 

collaboration, has proposed a relative spectrum of structures based on the relationship 

integration continuum between organizations.
103

 On the low integration end of the 

spectrum, a network type structure might be suitable for relationships that only 

encompass the communication of information and interests, or coordination. Conversely, 

a structure at the high end of the spectrum may be characterized by such actions as 

planning and executing mutually shared goals, albeit maintaining separate organizational 

identities. In this high integration case, a formal partnership or coalition may be the 

appropriate structure.
104

 Other types of organizational structures that may be found on the 

spectrum could be alliances or task forces when the desired relationship is one of medium 

integration. While there are a variety of formal structures that organizations can 

implement to facilitate degrees of collaboration, there are also informal structural 

mechanisms. 

Similar to research on formal structures, the understanding of informal structure 

as the micro foundation of inter-organizational networks has not been widely studied. 

Based on network theory, an informal structure is characterized by the formation of an 

informal network, which can form in a number of ways. For instance, the basis for an 

informal network may be actor similarity, which engenders relationships based on trust, 

or actor proximity, which promotes relationships by shared proximity.
105

 In either case, 

these informal structures and interpersonal ties can be leveraged to obtain knowledge that 
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could not be communicated through a formal network, or to overcome obstacles caused 

through formal structures. Because of this, in many ways informal structures have come 

to characterize the term, “networking,” particularly when used in a business or social 

context.
106

 

While beneficial, it is important to note that informal structures suffer from at 

least two significant drawbacks. First, these networks are generally highly reliant on 

specific personalities and as such, often do not survive personnel rotation. Second, it is 

difficult to enforce accountability within an informal structure.
107

 For these reasons, in 

most cases informal structures should be viewed as a vital multiplier to formal structures, 

but not as a replacement for them. Understanding the general structures that can be used 

to implement collaboration, it is next useful to examine the processes through which 

collaboration emerges. 

The study of how collaboration develops amongst organizations has a bigger 

depth of research as it draws from psychologist Bruce Tuckman’s group development 

model of forming, storming, norming, and performing. Specifically, this model sees the 

forming stage consisting of members orienting to the group and developing dependence 

relationships, whereas the storming stage features intragroup conflict and resistance to 

group influence.
108

 Subsequently, the norming stage consists of the development of group 

cohesion, which subsequently proceeds into the performing stage where structure 
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supports task performance. Although Tuckman’s basic theory continues to have 

relevance, further stages and details have been added to make it even more applicable to 

interagency collaboration. 

In opposition to stages of collaborative development, some researchers have 

proposed the implementation of components, which refers to the fact that the process of 

developing collaboration is likely to be an iterative and evolutionary experience.
109

 For 

example, some components would consist of an organization recognizing its individual 

limitations, a need to collaborate and also identifying a legitimate basis to collaborate 

with another organization. Similarly, other components might entail assessing 

collaborative capacity, a clearly articulated purpose and the selection of both an 

appropriate collaborative partner, as well as a suitable structure.
110

 Lastly, other 

components could be related to the management of relationships, such as building trust 

and promoting organizational buy-in. When these components are added to Tuckman’s 

basic model of group development, the subsequent model for interagency collaboration 

becomes quite powerful. 

When adapted to address the emergence of collaboration amongst organizations, 

Tuckman’s forming stage ideally encompasses considerations such as developing shared 

clarity on the purpose of a collaborative endeavor.
111

 Basically, this stage addresses the 

components of recognizing a need to collaborate and subsequently identifying 

appropriate stakeholders in the proposed collaborative alliance. Subsequently, the 
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storming stage becomes more robust as each partner to the collaborative venture seeks to 

clarify their roles in the process, the strategies that will be employed and the metrics that 

will be used to measure possible outcomes.
112

 In an interagency environment, this stage 

can be particularly emotive as discussions on how resources and capabilities will be 

shared can often lead to protection of departmental turf and expertise. Nonetheless, this 

stage is important in adding detail to how the organizations involved will meaningfully 

accomplish the purpose of the collaboration that was identified in the forming stage. 

With respect to adapting Tuckman’s next two stages, most recent literature 

combines the norming and performing into a single state of collaborative development. In 

this conceptualization, the organizations involved focus on implementing the various 

systems, structures and processes that were identified in the storming stage.
113

 Lastly, an 

additional stage is generally added to Tuckman’s model, which is the transforming stage. 

In this step, which can happen once a significant milestone or event occurs, the partner 

organizations conduct a reassessment of their desired goals and motivations from the 

collaborative endeavor.
114

 Possible outcomes may be as simple as making modifications 

to the existing processes and structures, or may be as drastic as deciding that the rationale 

for collaborative behavior no longer exists, leading to a termination of the relationship. In 

any case, with a broad understanding of the basic definitions, rationales, structures, and 

processes underlying interagency collaboration, it is now possible to examine some of the 

common inhibiting factors and associated best practices. 
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ISSUES AND BEST PRACTICES IN SUCCESSFUL COLLABORATION 

 

One of the first problems that can undermine a collaborative endeavor is a lack of 

commitment on behalf of participating organizations to dedicate resources to the effort. 

This can occur for a number of reasons, such as where an overlap in mandates leads to 

rivalry or jurisdictional turf battles.
115

 Indeed, in this case collaboration may be viewed as 

a threat since participating organizations may feel they will lose some autonomous 

control, particularly over their resources. This may be further aggravated if there is an 

unclear return on investment for the endeavor.
116

 Conversely, a severe resource 

asymmetry between participating agencies may lead to fears that one organization will 

dominate the others. For instance, the resource dominance of the Department of Defense 

(DoD) vis a vis the Department of State (DoS) in the US has led to concerns over the 

‘creeping militarization’ of American foreign policy.
117

 While these different 

perspectives to resource sharing are serious impediments to collaboration, there are some 

simple best practices to address them. 

First and foremost, creating commitment requires participating organizations to 

identify a legitimate basis for collaboration. There are a number of ways to accomplish 

this, however, the most basic includes the simple mutual appreciation of the need or 

existence of interdependence. In most cases, this appreciation should be paralleled 

through a clearly expressed statement of collaborative purpose, which articulates the 

reasons behind the interdependence and what each organization hopes to achieve in the 
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relationship.
118

 To further address these issues, organizations must pay careful attention 

to developing structural and governance mechanisms, which can alternatively mitigate or 

aggravate power imbalances.
119

 One example of a structural mechanism may be the 

identification of a leader, lead agency or shared responsibilities. When these structures 

are strengthened by leadership buy-in and continuity, commitment issues can be greatly 

mitigated.
120

 Similarly, dealing with competing priorities is another potential obstacle for 

interagency collaboration. 

Bardach’s craftsmanship theory identifies reasons why the mandates and priorities 

of individual agencies may interfere with collaboration. Particularly in public 

administration, most agencies are created for a central purpose. This arrangement not 

only addresses that respective issue, but is also desirable for governmental 

accountability.
121

 While efficient, in a second order sense this arrangement also creates a 

situation where most agencies will focus resources on their core mission to the detriment 

of peripheral activities. Unfortunately, this can ultimately lead to a situation where some 

organizations will collaborate only under duress due to the perceived opportunity costs 

vis a vis their core mandate.
122

 Fortunately, competing priorities can generally be 

addressed in a similar fashion to resource issues. 

Appreciating the requirement for collaboration and developing a clear statement 

of purpose are both equally applicable in assisting organizations to effectively prioritize 
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interagency activities versus core activities. At the same time, it is acknowledged that 

particularly in the national security sector, simply acknowledging the requirement for 

collaboration may not be enough to appropriately address governmental, as opposed to 

agency, priorities. Consequently, much of the contemporary practical literature on 

interagency collaboration suggests the requirement for strategic direction and an 

overarching, integrated strategy.
123

 This principle is arguably reinforced through 

empirical data, such as in the recommendations of the Manley Panel which lead to the 

creation of the ATF.
124

 From this, it can be concluded that the presence of a strategy 

helps to define agency roles and responsibilities, and enables a more effective 

prioritization of core and peripheral mandates against governmental objectives. Indeed, 

the issue of roles and responsibilities is significant enough to treat as a separate issue. 

Roles and responsibilities within a collaborative endeavor can be a challenge for a 

number of reasons, from developing effective and efficient mechanisms for 

accomplishing an objective, to enforcing accountability. With regards to the former issue, 

a lack of clarity on roles and responsibilities can lead to uncoordinated efforts, poor 

decision making and attainment of national goals, even with an overarching strategy.
125

 

For example, the United States government has an overarching strategy to respond to a 

pandemic influenza and identifies the Department of Health and Human Services, and the 

Department of Homeland Security, as primary stakeholders. Unfortunately, the strategy is 

ambiguous on defining when these departments would be in the lead during a 
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pandemic.
126

 Clearly, this arrangement has the potential to create confusion and 

interagency disagreement during an intense scenario, leading to an inefficient overall 

governmental response. This would ultimately lead to a second important issue, which is 

enforcing accountability. 

 Accountability within the interagency environment is a complex issue in and of 

itself. Bardach provides a broad overview of the challenge that accountability plays in the 

public sector by identifying the organizational dilemma of being held accountable for an 

activity entrusted to another agency.
127

 In the Canadian governmental system, this 

concept fits nicely with the convention of ministerial responsibility, which holds that 

ministers are individually responsible and accountable for the mandates of their 

department. A fundamental component of ministerial responsibility is that for 

accountability to effectively function, the minister’s responsibilities cannot be shared.
128

  

An additional difficulty that public sector accountability presents toward 

successful interagency collaboration is the unique characteristics of the security 

environment. Specifically, accountability procedures for national security organizations 

must carefully balance transparency, disclosure of sensitive or classified information, and 

the necessity to forestall the misuse of capabilities available to agencies in the security 

sector.
129

 Thus, accountability effectively presents a double jeopardy toward developing 

collaboration as agencies may naturally view collaboration as detrimental to their existing 

accountability frameworks, while it is also seems structurally difficult to practically 
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implement. Fortunately, there are several best practices that can be used to facilitate 

accountability, as well as the broader issue of clarifying roles and responsibilities. 

Fundamentally, one of the best ways to clarify roles and responsibilities is simply 

for the participating agencies to discuss and mutually agree on the issues at stake. Several 

mechanisms exist to capture these agreements, such as policies, laws or memoranda of 

understanding.
130

 With respect to ministerial responsibility in the Canadian system, 

political scientist Philippe Lagasse argues that there is also a degree of collective 

responsibility to this convention given the requirement for cabinet solidarity.
131

 

Conceivably then, it is possible to develop accountability frameworks that can 

accommodate for the interdependence inherent in interagency collaboration. To do so, 

however, requires that accountability systems answer the questions of accountability for 

what, accountability to whom, accountability by whom, accountability of whom and 

accountability when.
132

 While potentially difficult, mechanisms are clearly available with 

which to do so. At the same time, successfully developing solutions for roles and 

responsibilities often requires organization to overcome another obstacle to collaboration, 

that of organizational culture. 

Organizational culture, and its subsequent impact on collaboration, can manifest 

in a number of ways. For example, an organization’s approach to structure and planning 

processes may lead it to approach problems in unique ways. Unfortunately, differences 
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with other organizations may lead to poor coordination and subsequent problems in 

collaboration.
133

 At the same time, different organizational cultures may be better suited 

for different environments and strategic focus. For instance, organizational theory 

suggests at least four different types of culture based on a stable or flexible environment, 

as well as an external or internal strategic focus, captured in Figure 3. 

 

                  Figure 3 - Relationship of Environment and Strategy to Organizational Culture 

     Source: Adapted from Daft and Armstrong, Organization Theory and Design, 340. 

While none of the cultures are inherently better than the others, they may present 

obstacles to collaboration when different organizational cultures attempt to work 

together. A key to bridging these differences in organizational culture is the creation of a 

collaborative capacity within an organization. 

There are a number of ways of creating an internal culture of collaboration and 

bridging organizational cultures. Internally, organizations can facilitate the development 

of a collaborative culture through structural processes, such as establishing key positions 
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for interagency partners.
134

 Ideally, staffing these positions not only contributes to 

creating a culture suited to support collaboration, it also results in some of the earlier 

identified benefits such as a collaborative advantage through cross-disciplinary 

innovation. Externally, organizations can implement such methods as developing shared 

terminology to mitigate the impacts of organizational slang, or implementing compatible 

processes.
135

 These mechanisms may be further developed through the pursuance of joint 

exercises or activities with the aim of increasing familiarity. In essence, the root of 

bridging organizational cultures is the establishment of trust and open communication, 

which can understandably both be impediments to collaboration if not conducted 

properly. 

As a prerequisite for collaborative relationships, the establishment of inter-

organizational trust has generally been recognized as a critical element.
136

 Indeed, it 

would seem strikingly obvious how collaboration would be impeded should the 

participating organizations not trust each other. However, to the extent that trust is based 

on communication, organizations often fail to emplace appropriate mechanisms to ensure 

that an effective dialogue can occur. Interestingly, poor communication can manifest 

itself in failure to implement either horizontal or vertical communications methods.
137

 In 

a national security setting, information sharing becomes even more difficult amongst 

participating agencies due to the sensitive nature of information being discussed and 
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security clearance issues.
 138

  In addition, the design of technical systems may introduce 

problems of interoperability due to incompatibility or conversely, problems of 

information overload.
139

 Consequently, it is easy to see how an inefficient 

communications infrastructure may undermine efforts at developing inter-organizational 

trust, particularly when aggravated through such things as different organizational 

cultures. Nonetheless, there are several mechanisms to mitigate these issues. 

With respect to trust itself, collaborating organizations should first understand the 

elements of trust, such as the initial conditions, the negotiation process, reciprocal 

experiences and outside behavior, such as reputation.
140

 Understanding these basic 

concepts will allow an organization to comprehend the effects of such simple actions as 

demonstrating follow through, good intentions, and competency. Similarly, the 

importance of open communication, transparency and information sharing should also 

become evident.
141

 To facilitate communication, organizations should look to define 

information sharing methodologies, both procedural and technical. As part of a broader 

agreement, roles and responsibilities should be clearly identified and baseline inter-

organizational standards can be implemented.
142

 In addition, organizations should 

commit to regular interaction to facilitate overall communication. As part of improving 

communications and trust, organizations should also consider requirements for training 

and professional development of personnel. 
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The importance of competent and skilled personnel in the interagency 

environment was identified in Bardach’s craftsmanship theory, where he drew particular 

attention to the requirement for collaborative specific skills.
143

 Empirically, Bardach’s 

observations have been borne out in many studies verifying that collaboration is more 

successful when a workforce has the required skills and training. Unfortunately, many 

organizations create a negative climate towards collaborative positions amongst their 

personnel through a variety of inadvertent means. For instance, an out of agency position 

potentially has negative impacts on an individual’s career due to time out of trade.
144

 

Conversely, some personnel lack knowledge regarding vital information about the 

organization they will be responsible for collaborating with. This ignorance can lead to 

devastating results in aggravating differences in organizational cultures or structures.
145

 

Combined, the effects of failing to adequately train for and support collaborative 

positions can ultimately undermine what might otherwise be a successful collaboration. 

Fortunately, the solutions to these problems can be easily derived. 

As part of creating a collaborative workforce, some researchers have claimed that 

education, training and experience are the pillars of an interagency personnel program. 

The process of education itself can be conducted in a comprehensive interagency fashion 

and represents an opportunity to enhance the capacity for innovative thinking in all 

organizations.
146

 Similarly, training is an opportunity to refine the collective ability to 
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apply knowledge, while also developing interagency relationships. Likewise, experience 

can be developed by properly motivating individuals to pursue interagency positions. 

Some critical steps for incentivizing personnel is the demonstrated commitment of 

organizational leadership to rotational positions, the development of rewards for 

interagency rotations in a personnel management system, as well as mutually agreed 

governance mechanisms.
147

 Lastly, participating organizations should ideally commit to 

staffing interagency positions with high-quality personnel. By implementing these best 

practices, in addition to the others previously identified, organizations can set the 

conditions for succeeding in interagency collaboration. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

This chapter has demonstrated that despite the absence of a comprehensive theory 

of interagency collaboration, there are many practical interdisciplinary concepts that 

greatly contribute to a series of interagency best practices. While the contemporary roots 

of these methods can be traced to the implementation of the Marshall Plan following the 

Second World War, true academic rigor emerged much later. Collaborative pioneers such 

as Gray and Bardach provided a strong foundation for future research through such 

concepts as craftsmanship theory, which continues to inform collaboration today. When 

combined with related academic disciplines, such as strategic management and 

organizational theory, a large basis of applicable normative ideas emerges. 
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These ideas, personified in the terminology, rationales, processes and structures of 

interagency collaboration, provide much insight toward a broader understanding. Indeed, 

one of the strengths that might come from lacking an overall theory of interagency 

collaboration may be the flexibility to apply a multitude of inter-disciplinary concepts to 

this complex issue. This can partially be seen through the normative and empirical best 

practices to a variety of challenges that can potentially detract from successful 

collaboration. For instance, craftsmanship theory provides the initial rationale for having 

a highly skilled collaborative workforce, which is borne out by numerous empirical 

studies from the US government. Likewise, organizational theory and network theory 

provide normative solutions to issues of bridging organizational cultures and the sharing 

of information, both of which are verified in practice. Consequently, and notwithstanding 

the requirement for additional research, the current state of interagency collaboration 

theory does suggest several key elements for interagency operations. These elements 

consist of plans and preparations for interagency operations, organizing for interagency 

operations and the development of a collaborative workforce for interagency operations. 

As such, a solid normative basis exists with which to assess how CANSOFCOM can best 

prepare to act within the Canadian interagency security environment.
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CHAPTER 3: CANSOFCOM IN THE CANADIAN INTERAGENCY 

ENVIRONMENT 

 
What we need to do is learn to work in the system, by which I mean that everybody, every 

team, every platform, every division, every component is there not for individual 

competitive profit or recognition, but for contribution to the system as a whole on a win-

win basis. 

- W. Edwards Deming 

As discussed in the first chapter, the contemporary operating environment is 

characterized by numerous complex threats. Indeed, to the extent that many of these 

challenges are deeply interconnected with other issues and trends, responding to these 

matters has been recognized as being beyond the mandate of any one governmental 

department. Consequently, the Canadian national security sector should be viewed as 

effectively operating as a system of systems, whether Canadian federal departments and 

agencies choose to operate collaboratively or not. Ideally, the entire system will work in 

an effective, efficient and holistic manner, as characterized in the words of statistician W. 

Edwards Deming. Practically, concepts and ideas from interagency collaboration theory 

can provide the normative basis for enabling efficiency and effectiveness in an 

interagency environment. More specifically, applied interagency collaboration theory can 

help organizations in planning to work in an interagency environment, organizing for an 

interagency environment and personnel development for an interagency environment. 

As it applies to CANSOFCOM, there are several essentials that can be applied in 

planning to act as a partner in the Canadian interagency security environment. All efforts 

should begin with recognizing a legitimate basis for collaboration in conjunction with 

identifying the most appropriate collaborative partners. This will lead to subsequent 

considerations such as the extent of collaborative relationship required to address the 

issues at stake, as well as developing shared understanding for accountability, established 
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roles and responsibilities. Having worked through these concerns, CANSOFCOM can 

then apply collaboration theory to the question of how to organize to best facilitate 

interagency collaboration, including a determination of what degree of organizational 

change may be feasible or even desirable. 

To determine what organizational structures and guidelines would be best suited 

for interagency collaboration, CANSOFCOM can draw on not only the concepts of 

interagency collaboration theory, but also the lessons of Allied organizations such as 

Joint Interagency Task Force – South (JIATF-South). The experiences of JIATF-South 

and other organizations such as US Africa Command (AFRICOM) would likely help 

CANSOFCOM in considering the functioning of interagency enabling mechanisms, such 

as those dealing with information sharing and decision making processes. Lastly, both 

normative and empirical information can inform how CANSOFCOM prepares its 

workforce to operate in the interagency environment. For instance, CANSOFCOM can 

turn to a number of sources to determine what skills are required for its members to 

successfully operate in an interagency context, as well as assessing what mixture of 

education, training and experience is required to achieve this skill level. By considering 

and applying best practices regarding planning, organizing and working in an interagency 

environment, CANSOFCOM can set the conditions for collaborative success in being a 

committed and credible interagency partner. 

 

PLANNING FOR THE INTERAGENCY ENVIRONMENT 
 

 

As many researchers and practitioners of interagency collaboration would attest, 

the first steps in planning to work in the interagency environment are to first, recognize 
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the need to collaborate and second, to identify a legitimate basis for collaboration.
148

 On 

this subject, there are numerous indicators that CANSOFCOM has done both. For 

example, current Commander of CANSOFCOM, Brigadier-General Dennis Thompson, 

commented on the need for CANSOFCOM interagency collaboration in a 2011 

interview. 

We’re engaged with a number of government departments. Domestically, 

it tends to be the RCMP and, internationally, it tends to be Foreign Affairs. 

There are not many places I can think of where SOF doesn’t operate 

without interacting with other government departments by necessity. I 

think we are pretty comfortable with the concept and certainly, given my 

background, I’m comfortable making sure we stay on that glide path.
149

 

 

Similarly, CANSOFCOM’s mandate for a variety of counter-terrorism tasks provides a 

legitimate foundation for collaboration with many other agencies, such as CSIS, on the 

basis of intelligence sharing. In the presence of compatible mandates, one of the next 

things for CANSOFCOM to do would be to establish where joint action might be 

beneficial in non-obvious ways, such as in reducing policy fragmentation or achieving 

efficiencies in resourcing.
150

 However, to accomplish this analysis would first require 

CANSOFCOM to assess the degree of fit
151

 with other actors in the interagency 

environment and how this would potentially impact a collaborative venture.  
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This point can be further explained by illustratively assessing the fit between 

CANSOFCOM and another actor in the Canadian security sector, as selected from the 

PCO, DFAIT, PSC, CSIS or the RCMP.  In each case, there are a number of different 

areas where CANSOFCOM has a legitimate basis to collaborate with any of these 

organizations. For instance, DFAIT participates in the Counter-Terrorism and Capacity 

Building Program (CTCBP) as part of their mandate to enable counter-terrorism through 

cooperation with other states. Designed to assist other states in developing counter-

terrorism capabilities, this program includes the delivery of security, military and 

intelligence training,
152

 all areas where CANSOFCOM has degrees of expertise. Based 

on mutually compatible goals and competencies, or strategic fit, a strong argument could 

potentially be made for interagency collaboration in this case. 

Conversely, CANSOFCOM would also need to consider the impact of differences 

with DFAIT based on dissimilar organizational cultures, structures and processes.
 153

 In 

this case, CANSOFCOM could assess that differences in cultural and structural fit would 

make collaboration problematic. Although this assessment of fit would not necessarily 

lead to the conclusion that a collaborative venture with DFAIT was undesirable, it would 

almost certainly inform CANSOFCOM about the requirement for additional structural, 

procedural or other mechanisms designed to facilitate successful collaboration. Similar 

assessments could likewise be done for the PCO, PSC, the RCMP and CSIS. Based on 
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this analysis, the next step would be to assess what type of collaborative relationship 

would be required with each of these organizations. 

Interagency theory would suggest that the first consideration in determining 

appropriate collaborative relationships between CANSOFCOM and other agencies would 

be to clearly define terms such as coordination, cooperation and collaboration.
154

 Of 

course, this determination can only happen after consideration has been given to the basis 

for collaborating. In some cases, such as providing military trainers in support of the 

CTCBP, low-level coordination may be sufficient.
155

 However, in more complex and 

enduring scenarios, a semi-permanent organization designed to promote full interagency 

collaboration might be more appropriate.
156

 In essence, each individual issue should drive 

the appropriate degree of integration. Further, the more complex and enduring the issue, 

the greater the likelihood that a fully collaborative organization would best be able to 

manage an interagency response. From an Allied perspective, the case of JIATF-South 

would be a good demonstration of this point.
157

 While Canada unfortunately does not 

have a similar organization, an illustrative example could be derived from the issue of 

human trafficking. 
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In 2012, the Government of Canada released a National Action Plan to Combat 

Human Trafficking. As human trafficking is a crime, agencies such as the RCMP, CIC 

and CBSA are generally identified as lead organizations. Nonetheless, there is an 

intelligence collection aspect to human trafficking as identified in the strategy.
158

 With 

the interconnectedness of threats in the contemporary operating environment, human 

trafficking can also be linked to terrorism.
159

 In addition, these threats to Canada may 

originate in countries that do not have fully functioning rule of law institutions. As 

presented, this scenario has important considerations for how participating organizations 

will accomplish their mandates. 

In fulfilling its mandate as Canada’s national police service, the RCMP normally 

operates in a generally permissive domestic environment. Based on the necessity for a 

domestic focus, it could reasonably be assumed that the RCMP may not have an equally 

effective ability to conduct tasks in a less-than-permissive foreign environment.  Taken 

with the human trafficking case described above, CANSOFCOM could potentially be 

used as an intelligence collection tool to augment investigations which originate extra-

territorially. In this scenario, a standing organization may be required depending on the 

enduring nature of the threat. One of the considerations that would probably emerge from 
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this discussion would be the governance and control mechanisms used to task this 

organization 

Centralized leadership, or designation of lead agency status, is often the preferred 

method of structuring for interagency operations as it generally facilitates both timely 

decision-making, as well as accountability.
160

 At the same time, lead agency status for a 

non-CF organization may prove problematic for CANSOFCOM given the normal 

requirement for the CDS to retain command of CF elements. However, by retaining 

command the CDS may inadvertently be slowing decision times by increasing the layers 

of command. Fortunately, there are some provisions in Canadian law that can enable 

efficient decision making by non-CF organizations in charge of CF assets, such as the 

secondment process.
161

  

Although the seconding of personnel is an established and viable process that 

would facilitate both decision-making and accountability, it is important to note that this 

mechanism is aimed at addressing temporary operational needs. In the case of more 

enduring issues, other structural mechanisms may be needed. For example, the 

establishment of the ATF in PCO has been hailed as a major milestone for improving 

interagency coordination for the Canadian Mission in Afghanistan.
162

 Conceivably, a 

similar organization for an enduring threat could be created in PCO again, perhaps 
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leveraging the unique role of the NSA to provide strategic level guidance. Conversely, 

changes to legislation could perhaps be examined, such as adapting the secondment 

process for enduring operational needs. In any case, depending on the organization 

selected, the next step for CANSOFCOM to consider would be the accountability 

mechanisms that would enable oversight. 

As above, the appropriate accountability mechanisms would be dependent on the 

degree of integration, with simple cooperation likely requiring no or marginal additional 

changes to existing oversight. With respect to fully integrated interagency collaboration, 

there would likely be a requirement for significant changes. Primarily, this is because the 

Canadian system currently has no individual organization mandated or able to oversee the 

broader security and intelligence community, with the exception of the executive branch 

of the government.
163

 Nonetheless, there are a number of both existing and untried 

accountability mechanisms that could potentially be adapted or modified. 

A sampling of existing accountability mechanisms that could possibly be revised 

range from Senate Committees and ad hoc forums to arms-length review bodies such as 

the Communications Security Establishment (CSE) Commissioner. As well, other central 

actors such as the PCO could also possibly play a role based on their existing 

mandates.
164

 For instance, the responsibilities of the NSA could be expanded to include 

an oversight function in areas where multiple organizations are collaboratively acting in 
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the security sector. This aside, it should almost certainly be assumed that implementing a 

statutory level change in accountability and oversight would preclude the timely enabling 

of a truly collaborative interagency organization, which may limit the scope of 

integration possible in short term ventures. Either way, CANSOFCOM should carefully 

consider the implementation of appropriate accountability mechanisms, particularly as 

they inform the development of roles and responsibilities with partner organizations. 

Empirically, there are numerous examples regarding the importance of developing 

joint strategies with mutually agreed and clearly defined roles and responsibilities. 

Regarding the former, the experiences of US SOUTHCOM provides an illustrative 

example of how this could be done, such as soliciting feedback from interagency partners 

in the development of SOUTHCOM’s command strategy.
165

 There are multiple methods 

to accomplish this, such as simply coordinating inputs, to arranging collaborative 

conferences where the strategy is developed jointly. At the same time, not only is the 

process of strategy development important, but the mission and goals need to be clearly 

articulated. In this case, JIATF-South again provides an excellent example through a 

distinctly understood sense of purpose that defines specific goals and makes it clear to 

each participating organization what they are trying to accomplish.
166

  

This point becomes better understood through a closer examination of JIATF-

South’s mission statement and how it is understood by participating organizations.  
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Specifically: 

JIATF-South conducts interagency and international Detection & 

Monitoring operations, and facilitates the interdiction of illicit trafficking 

and other narco-terrorist threats in support of national and partner nation 

security.
167

 

 

At face value, this mission statement may seem to add little value with respect to 

delineating roles and responsibilities for the partner departments and agencies. In 

fact, there was indeed a tendency to primarily focus on the military aspects of the 

mission during the initial years of JIATF-South operations.
168

 However, when 

JIATF-South leadership re-conceptualized the problem from start to finish, the 

organization was able to incorporate the capabilities of all participants in a fashion 

where everyone clearly understood their distinct roles. JIATF-South was 

subsequently able to adjust its operations so that military operations transitioned 

smoothly to law enforcement activities and vice versa. This example illustrates 

the importance of identifying a legitimate basis for collaboration and clearly 

defining an interagency sense of purpose as a means to inform the development of 

roles and responsibilities for each participating partner. 

One of the second-order benefits in defining agency roles and responsibilities is 

that this will assist in overcoming challenges from resource asymmetry, interagency 

cultural differences and potential turf battles.
169

 For example, one of the logical 

deductions from Bardach’s craftsmanship theory is that the ability to conduct interagency 

activities is a capability in the sense that it requires funding and resourcing. Ideally, 
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additional funding would be allocated to departments and agencies to develop an 

interagency capacity, however, that is likely unrealistic in Canada’s current fiscally 

constrained environment. As such, organizations will by necessity likely need to fund the 

development of an interagency capacity by prioritizing their existing budgetary 

allocations.
170

  

The result of this current constraint is that relatively smaller and less resourced 

departments may be leery of participating in collaborative ventures. This wariness toward 

collaboration would stem first from having to divert funds from other priorities, but also 

from concern over being a secondary partner to a better resourced organizational partner. 

In particular, where roles and responsibilities are undefined, smaller departments may be 

concerned about losing control to a relatively larger partner. Conversely, if all the 

contributing partners know their boundaries, as well as the boundaries of other partners, 

they should theoretically be less worried about competition and loss of internal control. In 

addition, the definition of roles and responsibilities should also serve to enable 

accountability mechanisms, which actually reinforces the checks and balances within a 

democratic system.
171

 By providing clearly defined roles, it will be easier to incorporate 
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existing accountability mechanisms generally designed to provide oversight over 

constituent activities.  

With respect to illustrative roles for CANSOFCOM as an interagency partner, this 

project is unfortunately unable to recommend specific roles as they will undoubtedly be 

case dependent and subject to individual circumstances. However, some of the roles that 

CANSOFCOM could assume include augmenting national intelligence collection efforts 

through a variety of surveillance and reconnaissance activities, or enabling international 

security efforts by delivering military assistance and training to select partners. 

CANSOFCOM could also provide protected and secure command and control 

infrastructure, or even simple force protection, to interagency organizations working in 

non-permissive or austere environments. Just as in the JIATF-South example, these tasks 

and responsibilities have the potential to be clearly bounded and defined against the roles 

of other departments and agencies.  

Importantly, none of the foregoing is intended to suggest that CANSOFCOM is 

not currently conducting some or all of these activities to some degree.
172

 Rather, these 

case dependent roles should simply reinforce that as part of preparing to work in an 

enduring fashion in the interagency environment, it is vital that the aims, roles and 

responsibilities of CANSOFCOM vis a vis other participating organizations be clearly 

expressed. To enable this, CANSOFCOM leadership will play a vital role. 
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Leadership is critical as a driver of collaboration, particularly in initiating the 

process and in the allocation of resources.
173

 Additionally, the behavior of leaders will set 

the appropriate organizational tone regarding the importance of collaboration. 

Illustratively, the leadership of US SOUTHCOM has demonstrated a sustained 

commitment to developing collaboration that has been extremely successful in building 

trust, establishing communications and ensuring interagency transparency.
174

  

Elements of SOUTHCOM’s interagency commitment have manifested 

themselves through a willingness to organizationally change so as to facilitate 

collaboration, such as the establishment of a directorate tasked with improving 

collaboration.
175

 Further, multiple studies have demonstrated that interagency trust is a 

function of time, effort, energy and commitment. For instance, commitment might be 

exemplified through implementing a policy of slower personnel turnover so that critical 

interagency relationships can be nurtured.
176

  

In the CF context, a high personnel turnover could be argued to approach part of 

the institutional culture. As such, implementing policies that run against this trend will 

require strong leadership to implement and subsequently incentivize. For CANSOFCOM, 

many of the measures that will enable interagency collaboration will likely initially cause 

friction within the organization. To succeed in the interagency environment, 
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CANSOFCOM leadership will need a requisite degree of buy-in and commitment to 

implement these measures. An additional item for CANSOFCOM leaders to consider will 

be how to best organize for the interagency environment. 

 

ORGANIZING FOR THE INTERAGENCY ENVIRONMENT 
 

 

The previous section demonstrated that planning to work in the Canadian 

interagency security environment will be highly issue dependent for CANSOFCOM. 

However, from an organizational standpoint there remain numerous measures that 

CANSOFCOM can proactively pursue to both prepare for and subsequently use to 

successfully operate in an interagency context. In particular, the development and use of 

both formal and informal organizational structures will go a long way to ensuring 

CANSOFCOM is ready to work in a collaborative manner. Further, the careful 

consideration of enabling structures, such as collaborative decision making processes and 

organizational learning, will further CANSOFCOM’s collaborative capacity. This section 

will begin by examining some of the formal structures that CANSOFCOM could 

consider in organizing for the interagency environment. 

In addition to normative interagency theory, empirical lessons from the American 

interagency experience would suggest that there are four broad organizational models 

that CANSOFCOM could use to organize for collaborative operations. In brief, these 

models include integrated interagency task forces lead by the department most 

appropriate to the mission, non-DoD-lead task forces, DoD-lead task forces and parallel 

structures. Using evaluative criteria from past interagency experiences, American 

military analysis demonstrated that the interagency task force model was the most robust 
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of the four.
177

 Given aforementioned accountability issues in the Canadian context, a 

JIATF model may be especially appropriate if organized to support all participating 

departments equally.
178

 Consequently, although the other models cannot be discounted, 

CANSOFCOM should consider mechanisms that would facilitate interagency task force 

models. One measure that achieves this is simply embedding personnel within the 

existing structure. 

Embedding interagency personnel within the existing CANSOFCOM 

organizational structure is a simple way to increase collaborative capacity, however, care 

must be taken to ensure unexpected negative effects do not occur. For example, lessons 

from US AFRICOM show that interagency personnel are often employed in areas 

unrelated to their expertise.
179

 As a best practice, interagency personnel are ideally 

employed in areas that both capitalize on their skills and links to their parent 

organization, while also empowering them in the gaining organization.  

One measure that would ensure interagency personnel were employed in key 

positions would be to consider employing them in critical leadership positions within 

CANSOFCOM. This measure is in practice in other commands, such as the existence of 

civilian deputy commanders in each of US SOUTHCOM and AFRICOM, and greatly 
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facilitates interagency collaboration.
180

 By having personnel from other departments in 

leadership positions, CANSOFCOM would go a long way to demonstrating a 

commitment to collaboration and setting a facilitative command environment. This could 

also be accomplished through limited organizational changes. 

Even without the presence of a permanent interagency task force, one 

organizational change that CANSOFCOM could make would be to develop internal 

personnel tasked solely with enabling interagency collaboration. For instance, US 

SOUTHCOM created a Partnering Directorate dedicated to improving collaboration with 

both Other Government Agencies (OGAs) and NGOs.
181

 While CANSOFCOM should 

not necessarily consider dedicating an entire directorate to enabling collaboration at this 

juncture, the identification of even a few permanent positions would likely accomplish 

similar effects at this stage.  

By institutionalizing collaboration and a means to promote it, CANSOFCOM 

would also greatly address some of the negative effects that come from relying on 

informal networks. Specifically, the loss of informal networks due to turnover would be 

mitigated if the overall mechanism was institutionalized. In addition, by implementing a 

complementary formal structure, CANSOFCOM would likely increase the overall 

reliability of interagency networks while introducing a mechanism for accountability.
182

 

CANSOFCOM could potentially also complement organizational mechanisms with 

technical mechanisms by providing the supporting Command and Control (C2) 

architecture for initial collaborative ventures. Of course, this would have to be tempered 
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with the understanding that it may not always be appropriate to use CF assets as the 

operational backbone and that the establishment of mission specific operations centres 

would be case dependent. At the same time, any of these changes in organizational 

structure should be augmented with amendments to enabling structures. 

An important supporting structure that empowers interagency collaboration is 

information sharing, which is made more difficult within a national security context. 

Indeed, those national security agencies that collect and analyze intelligence have 

typically developed organizational cultures that emphasize the protection of information 

as opposed to the sharing of information.
183

 This may be a problem even between 

intelligence agencies and law enforcement agencies.
184

 Importantly, in some cases an 

agency’s fears about the ability of other agencies to protect information are proven valid. 

Given the sensitivity of national security information, and the ever present concern that it 

will be used incorrectly, this understandably leads to reluctance for some agencies to 

share information.
185

  

Unfortunately, in efforts to ensure that information is protected, national security 

organizations often implement measures that impede collaboration. For instance, 

inconsistent policies or application of security clearances can have significantly negative 

second-order effects. Fortunately, there are a number of simple mechanisms to address 

information sharing which CANSOFCOM can implement, if it is not already doing so. 
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Improving information sharing in the national security context encompasses both 

policy and technological considerations. From a policy perspective, there is a requirement 

to establish clear rules and procedures governing the interagency communication of 

information and how it will be protected.
186

 If CANSOFCOM is not already participating 

in developing these policies, then it would be recommended to do so given the possibility 

of affecting broader change. For instance, the development of policy will assist in 

enabling different network typologies, such as a hub-and-spoke model or an all-channels 

model.
187

 Depending on which typology CANSOFCOM prefers, it could assist in shaping 

policy to enable that model.   

From a technology perspective, there are numerous actions that can be taken, such 

as creating compatible databases, developing automated tools and investing in 

information management (IM).
188

 Similarly, the technological infrastructure to support 

information sharing could be organized around the management of rights as opposed to 

the traditional method of access management.
189

 In any case, CANSOFCOM should be 

an active participant in promoting both policy and technological solutions to interagency 

information sharing, especially given the impact these systems have on interagency 

decision-making. 

There are a number of potential difficulties regarding decision making in an 

interagency environment that need to be managed for collaboration to be successful. For 
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instance, in many collaborative ventures there is often no decisive authority, leading to 

paralyzing indecision and subsequent disenchantment amongst participating 

organizations.
190

 While decision by consensus is a broadly recognized principle of 

collaboration, organizations which are not committed to the interagency partnership may 

exploit this aspect to undermine actions they do not support.
191

 In addition, organizational 

differences regarding decision-making processes and risk acceptance in general may 

become problematic and a source of disagreement between organizations.  

These potential pitfalls of interagency decision-making are particularly 

concerning in the conduct of special operations based on the probability of employment 

in politically sensitive, ambiguous and asymmetric environments. Successful special 

operations in these environments are generally characterized by limited tactical windows 

of opportunity, which makes it important for SOF to be supported by a chain of command 

that is flexible, agile and capable of making timely decisions.
192

   Unfortunately, when 

differences in organizational culture regarding decision-making and risk occur, combined 

with the possibility of an unclear decision-making authority, it is feasible that this support 

may not exist. Understandably, the importance of decision-making in an interagency 

context is widely recognized, and there are several theoretical solutions that may assist in 

bridging this gap. 

Retired military officer and executive strategist Edward A. Smith has suggested 

that an Effects Based Approach to Operations (EBAO) may provide answers to 
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interagency decision-making. Recognizing the complexity of the contemporary operating 

environment, Smith uses a living systems model to conceptualize the security 

environment as being composed of interacting complex adaptive systems.
193

 In Smith’s 

view, bounding the complex problems presented by current threats requires a network-

enabled and human-centric model that bridges organizational cultures to create shared 

awareness. At the same time, any system must carefully balance centralized control to 

maintain unity of effort against the decentralization needed for making agile and timely 

decisions.
194

  

Smith’s work is complemented by the work of military researchers David Alberts 

and Richard Hayes on network-centric warfare (NCW). As part of their argument, 

Alberts and Hayes suggest that the current Information Age will require militaries to 

evolve past traditional hierarchical organizations as these models actually undermine 

collaboration by impeding information sharing.
195

 Instead, so-called “edge” organizations 

would be empowered by information technology to be “flatter,”
196

 and more effective 

through the decentralization of decision rights to the lowest levels.
197

 Unfortunately, 
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despite touching on how to enable effective interagency decision-making, these works do 

not generally provide practical organizational solutions, although the experiences of some 

existing interagency organizations do offer some empirical best practices.  

JIATF-South is again a great example as the organization invests enormous effort 

into its decision-making framework. As a general rule, JIATF-South employs consensual 

decision-making with a view to leveraging the diverse agency viewpoints. This 

framework produces a longer decision time frame, but has the added benefit of generally 

producing better solutions while maintaining interagency support.
198

  

While a consensual framework may work well when time is a luxury, such as at 

the strategic and operational levels, JIATF-South implements a directive decision-making 

framework at the tactical level. In this case, the senior person issues orders regardless of 

agency affiliation and objections are adjudicated by responsible directors.
199

 While this 

arrangement unfortunately does not present CANSOFCOM with a magic solution, it does 

offer some key guidelines. First, decision-makers should strive for consensus and revert 

to directive decision-making only if the tactical situation warrants rapid response. 

Second, for those situations requiring rapid decisions, participating agencies should 

develop mutually agreed policies that clearly express who has the authority to make what 

kind of decisions. Ideally, these decisions will be authorized at the lowest possible level, 

thereby enabling organizational agility. This may correspond to a flatter organization than 

what would typically be the norm for military organizations. Lastly, an easily 

understandable dissent option must be enacted that will allow all partners to voice their 
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concerns, while not detracting from the necessity to make timely decisions. In this 

manner, CANSOFCOM may be able enact both the normative theory of academics such 

as Smith, Alberts and Hayes, with the proven experiences of organizations like JIATF-

South. 

CANSOFCOM could also examine processes that enable organizational learning.  

Organizational learning is arguably just as important inter-organizationally as intra-

organizationally and CANSOFCOM should actively promote a capability in this area. 

Importantly, the resourcing of interagency organizational learning is a demonstrable 

commitment to developing a relationship with organizational partners. Just as important, 

however, is the impact on operational effectiveness as common terminology, practices 

and procedures are derived.
200

 Unfortunately, many of these lessons come through 

informal networks and connections. If formal mechanisms are not implemented to 

institutionalize both the experience itself, as well as the associated change if required, 

then organizations will find themselves repeatedly learning the same lesson.
201

  

Consequently, CANSOFCOM should consider formalizing the responsibility to 

capture inter-agency lessons learned, collaboratively analyze observations and 

recommendations, and suggest changes to improve the process. For instance, should 

CANSOFCOM create a partnering directorate, this responsibility could rest with those 

personnel in that cell. Of course, hand-in-hand with developing organizational learning is 

implementing appropriate assessment mechanisms to determine if the process of 

collaboration is actually working. 
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Figure 4 - Strategic Alliance Formative Assessment Rubric (SAFAR) 

 Source: Gajda, “Utilizing Collaboration Theory . . .,” 71. 

Unfortunately, the assessment of interagency collaboration is admittedly difficult  
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and remains an area where much more research is required.
202

 Although some models 

have been developed, such as the Strategic Alliance Formative Assessment Rubric 

(SAFAR) found in Figure 4, in general these assessments tend to assess whether the 

desired degree of collaboration has been achieved as opposed to how efficiently the 

objective of collaboration is actually being met.
203

  

Notwithstanding, the important thing for CANSOFCOM to consider in this case 

would be to simply develop and implement an assessment mechanism, understanding that 

it will likely need to be amended as any collaborative relationship matures. In 

combination with other measures designed to organize for the interagency environment, 

CANSOFCOM should be able to set the conditions for collaborative success. However, 

one final element remains to fully prepare for interagency operations, which is training 

personnel to work in the interagency environment. 

 

DEVELOPING PERSONNEL FOR INTERAGENCY OPERATIONS 
 

 

Just as CANSOFCOM must consider what organizational mechanisms it can 

implement to develop collaborative capacity, so too must it assess what skills its 

personnel must possess in order to best succeed in an interagency environment. This 

skills assessment should ideally be part of developing an overall personnel development 

strategy geared toward interagency success. Subsequently, CANSOFCOM can 

implement measures in training, education and experience to improve the collaborative 

capacity of its workforce. Similar to organizational measures, some personnel 
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development measures will require greater degrees of commitment and resources. 

Consequently, any personnel strategy should first consider the overarching strategy. 

A primary part of any interagency development strategy would be to first 

determine what workforce characteristics CANSOFCOM needs to best accomplish 

interagency operations.
204

 In this regard, there is a wealth of research that documents 

beneficial skills for working in an interagency environment. For instance, in analyzing 

CF training requirements for interagency operations, a group of Canadian defence 

researchers identified broad categories of soft skills in cultural awareness, 

communication, teamwork and social awareness.
205

  

In addition, CANSOFCOM may be able to identify needs for additional skills in 

response to changes in the operating environment. One example of this might be the 

convergence in law enforcement and military operations as personified through 

employment of biometric technology and evidence collection.
206

 Having identified the 

required skills, CANSOFCOM could proceed to selecting appropriate methodologies to 

develop these skills. 

Similar to the tension between the trait theory of leadership and other theories, 

there remains a level of professional debate as to whether so-called soft collaborative 

skills can realistically be trained, or if individuals are simply predisposed to do better at 

certain skills. Recognizing that some people do possess traits that appear to serve them 

better in an interagency environment, an initial interagency personnel development 
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methodology may simply involve the judicious selection of people until the training and 

education system can meet demand. With respect to skill development, there is also 

ongoing academic discussion regarding whether more emphasis should be placed on 

training responses proven to be effective in known scenarios, or on learning how to 

reasonably determine appropriate actions to unexpected situations.
207

 Unsurprisingly, the 

most enduring solution to developing interagency skills probably combines elements of 

training, education, and a degree of personnel selection, such as in the ‘Package Model’ 

advocated by Royal Military College of Canada (RMCC) Associate Professor Grazia 

Scoppio.
208

 With this in mind, this section will now look at specific initiatives that 

CANSOFCOM could pursue in the education, training and experience areas of personnel 

development. 

From an educational perspective, one of the biggest skills that a collaborative 

workforce should possess and that can be learned is an understanding of cultural factors, 

such as how culture develops and how an organizational culture affects processes such as 

decision-making.
209

 This will serve as a foundation for understanding and developing 

proficiency in communication, particularly between organizations. Similarly, not only 

should personnel be proficient in communicating between different cultures, this skill 
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should also be complemented with education in organizational behavior and important 

complementary processes such as strategic planning and decision-making.
210

  

Further, simply educating CANSOFCOM personnel in the Canadian interagency 

structure would better prepare personnel as to the roles and responsibilities of the 

different organizational actors. In addition to communication and cultural awareness 

skills, a workforce trained for interagency operations should also possess the simple 

ability to think critically.
211

 To develop this type of learning, there are a number of 

different options that could be incorporated into a personnel development strategy. 

As a simple solution, in many cases the CF already has existing courses that could 

meet the needs of educating personnel in these skills. The RMCC, Canadian Forces 

College (CFC) and the Peace Support Training Centre (PSTC) offer a variety of 

academic and professional courses, some of which are specifically geared toward 

interagency proficiencies.
212

 As such, CANSOFCOM could theoretically just piggy-back 

off these existing courses with a minimum of time and resources expended.  

With some additional effort, CANSOFCOM could potentially also adapt existing 

courses to better suit practical requirements. In either case, CANSOFCOM has the 

opportunity to leverage educational opportunities for more than just personnel 

development. For instance, CANSOFCOM could be instrumental in incorporating 

interagency partners into existing courses where possible, or promoting their participation 

for external courses. Although Canada is likely a long way away from an integrated 

national security agency education system as envisioned in the US, CANSOFCOM could 
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still take steps to promote this where feasible.
213

 This could also include several 

initiatives under a training regime. 

While many of the skills that enable success in an interagency environment are 

best developed through education, there is generally also a degree of training that can be 

used to refine proficiency. For instance, basic elements of cultural intelligence can be 

trained. In this case, there are many models that can assist in the learning process, such as 

applying Geer Hofstede’s value dimensions model.
214

 Similarly, many aspects of 

communication that are especially pertinent to interagency work lend themselves well to 

being trained and rehearsed. Being able to negotiate is a vital communication skill in 

achieving collaborative decisions, as is the simple ability to effectively communicate 

through differences in organizational languages.
215

 These skills can all be trained to a 

certain degree and include many of the same options as are available for education 

opportunities. 

Again, the CF already offers many existing training opportunities that can assist 

in developing these skills in CANSOFCOM personnel. As one example, the Civil 

Military Cooperation (CIMIC) Courses offered through the PSTC include modules on 

negotiation theory, influence theory and employing influence techniques.
216

 At two 

weeks long, the course is a reasonable amount of time for investing in skills applicable to 

the interagency.  
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For more effort, CANSOFCOM could invest in specialized training activities 

specifically designed to meet their needs. Notably, the CF has already initiated much 

research into training skills for interagency operations. This includes assessing which 

methods are likely to be more successful, such as through contextualized learning,
217

 Red 

Teaming or adapting the successful practices of allies.
218

 As a general principle for all 

training activities, CANSOFCOM should leverage available opportunities to have 

interagency partners train jointly with CANSOFCOM personnel. The last pillar of 

personnel development that CANSOFCOM should consider as part of an overall strategy 

is that of developing professional experience. 

The benefits of obtaining professional experience in interagency operations are 

clear, and provide another way of cementing lessons learned through education and 

training. Practically, the main method through which professional experience is obtained 

is through job postings or rotations in interagency positions. Although recognized as an 

important component of any workforce development strategy, there are many examples 

of organizations undermining their efforts in this area. For instance, too high a turnover 

rate not only prevents the development of true professional knowledge, but it may also 

undermine the development of inter-organizational trust.
219
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Similarly, individuals employed in interagency rotations often suffer negative 

career consequences due to the position being viewed as time out-of-trade.
220

 Examples 

such as these understandably lead many personnel to view interagency positions 

negatively, which may lead to difficulty in filling these positions with the appropriate 

personnel. This trend can ultimately lead to negative experiences with the partner 

organization, which only exacerbates the cycle. Fortunately, there are a number of best 

practices to implement in the development of interagency professional experience. 

First and foremost, an organization’s leadership must set the appropriate climate 

and use a corresponding methodology toward developing interagency experience. In a 

RAND study that examined US military training for interagency operations, four broad 

methodologies were identified. These included a leadership framework, competency 

framework, skill framework or an available person framework.
221

  

Each of the frameworks has advantages and disadvantage regarding their ability 

to develop collaborative capacity versus effects on individual careers. CANSOFCOM 

should assess how important developing professional experience is in its workforce and 

implement an appropriate framework accordingly. As a minimum, CANSOFCOM should 

still identify key personnel that would likely succeed in inter-agency rotations due to 
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personal traits or existing experience.
222

 In addition, CANSOFCOM should also consider 

implementing appropriate incentives to reward interagency rotations, as well as matching 

personnel to the needs of the host agency.
223

 Through these measures, in combination 

with education and training initiatives, CANSOFCOM will have all the constituent parts 

needed to develop a workforce for interagency operations. 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

 

For CANSOFCOM to set the best conditions for success as an interagency 

partner, it should apply a variety of best practices in preparing for, organizing for, and 

training its workforce for interagency operations. Arguably, the analysis involved in 

preparing for interagency operations is perhaps the most vital stage. By carefully 

considering and identifying a legitimate basis for inter-agency collaboration, 

CANSOFCOM would lay a solid foundation for the other components of developing 

collaborative capacity. This analysis would subsequently enable CANSOFCOM to 

identify what type of collaborative relationship is required, the role and responsibilities of 

participating agencies and the appropriate governance and accountability mechanisms for 

the relationship. Admittedly, this step will be issue dependent and may in itself limit the 

extent of interagency collaboration, however, it must be remembered that interagency 

collaboration is a means to an end, not an end in and of itself. Regardless, CANSOFCOM 

can still examine organizational and workforce issues that facilitate collaboration when it 

occurs. 
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The practical experience of organizations such as JIATF-South and AFRICOM 

provide a large spectrum of organizational measures that CANSOFCOM could apply to 

increase its collaborative capacity. Although embedding interagency personnel at any 

level will increase collaboration, having those personnel fill key positions, such as the 

Deputy Commander position in both AFRICOM and SOUTHCOM, drastically increases 

participation and the development of trust. Similarly, tasking personnel with facilitating 

interagency collaboration would be an important enabler, although it must be balanced 

against limited resources and personnel. In any event, CANSOFCOM should be at the 

forefront of developing organizational enabling processes that facilitate interagency 

operations, such as in information sharing, decision-making and organizational learning. 

At the same time, CANSOFCOM can increase its internal collaborative capacity through 

innovative personnel development strategies. 

Using a variety of education, training and professional development methods, 

CANSOFCOM has several options to choose from in improving the ability of its 

personnel to work in an interagency environment. With the CF having already invested 

research in this area, CANSOFCOM could even simply piggyback off existing courses 

and training opportunities offered through other institutions. Concurrently, a number of 

frameworks exist for CANSOFCOM to employ in obtaining professional experience for 

its workforce. Although some methodologies, such as the leadership framework, would 

likely require more commitment and cultural change, there remain a number of less 

extreme yet still practical solutions, like the development of appropriate incentives for 

interagency work. By applying these measures, in addition to preparing and organizing 

for the interagency environment, CANSOFCOM will be able to ensure that it has best 
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prepared to contribute to the national security system as a whole. When viewed against 

the likely trends in the contemporary operating environment, CANSOFCOM’s efforts to 

develop an interagency capacity will go a long way to achieving W. Edwards Deming’s 

win-win solution for all Canadians.   
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CONCLUSION 

 
CANSOFCOM must, and does, continue to evolve and transform and develop those 

organizations, capabilities, and processes that will allow it to retain an advantage over 

those who seek to impose their will upon Canada or its allies. 

Importantly, CANSOF must be positioned to perform demanding and specialized tasks in 

hostile, denied, and politically sensitive areas – alone or in conjunction with other 

government departments or its allies. 

- D. Michael Day and Bernd Horn 

 

Within the Canadian national security sector, CANSOFCOM has a legitimate 

mandate and role, as well as the potential to enhance the overall efficacy of Canada’s 

national security system. Recognizing that the Canadian approach to national security is 

through comprehensive or interagency operations, CANSOFCOM can increase its 

capacity to succeed in this environment by evolving its ability to conduct collaborative 

operations with other agencies and departments. In essence, just as CANSOFCOM would 

plan, organize and train to operate in a variety of tactical environments, it must apply the 

same rigorous process to operating in the interagency security environment. As may be 

deduced from the epigraph which opens the conclusion, the impetus to evolve is not a 

nice-to-have, it is an operational imperative. Succeeding in enacting this process begins 

by understanding the interagency context of the contemporary operating environment 

which has evolved in response to complex threats. 

Numerous analyses have studied the current and future security environment, 

resulting in broad agreement on several important trends. Undoubtedly, globalization will 

continue, symbiotically pushed by advances in communications technology, economics 

and changing geopolitics. Within this setting, threats that exploit gaps within the 

infrastructure of globalization will likely continue and will almost certainly need to be 

effectively addressed through a spectrum of correspondingly diverse conventional and 
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asymmetric capabilities.
224

 Although traditional threats such as inter-state conflict will 

remain residual dangers, the complex security problems presented by trans-national 

threats such as criminal organizations, terrorists and other non-state actors will continue 

to strain the customary jurisdictions of departments. This analysis would therefore 

suggest that evolving governmental approaches that promote interagency approaches to 

national security are a fixture of the operating environment for the foreseeable future. 

The trend in Canada, as with many other Western democracies, has certainly 

reinforced this observation. Since the events of 9/11, Canada’s approach to national 

security has evolved from an independent departmental approach to a 3D approach, to a 

WGA to operations, and most recently to a comprehensive approach to operations.
225

 

With the progressive release of policy documents such as the FERP and Building 

Resilience Against Terrorism, the nuances and sophistication of Canada’s interagency 

approach continue to be refined. Notably, this evolution of national security operations 

has empowered a variety of existing and new departments and agencies within the 

Canadian security sector. For CANSOFCOM to succeed in this interagency setting, it 

must understand these principal organizational actors in this environment. 

Organizations such as the PCO, the CF, the RCMP and DFAIT clearly have had 

and will continue to have roles in promoting Canada’s national security and the 

protection of Canadian interests. At the same time, this should not take away from the 

importance that relatively newer organizations such as PSC and CSIS possess within 

Canada’s national security community. Composed variously of military members, law 
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enforcement personnel, spies, and bureaucrats, these organizations all have differing 

organizational processes, cultures and even language.  

At the same time, many characteristics of the current departmental system lend 

themselves well to preserving organizational boundaries, such as the concept of 

ministerial responsibility and accountability. Consequently, there are many challenges to 

that will potentially impede collaboration in this environment. With CANSOFCOM 

possessing the potential to enhance national security through collaboration with most, if 

not all, of these departments, an understanding of interagency collaboration theory is 

vital. 

Despite the existence of interagency operations since at least the end of the 

Second World War, the overall state of collaboration theory has suffered from relatively 

little attention. Pioneers such as Eugene Bardach, with his craftsmanship theory, 

significantly advanced the general understanding within this academic field, however, 

even at this point there remains no comprehensive theory regarding interagency 

collaboration. Nonetheless, with the surging popularity of collaborative approaches to 

governmental operations, there has been an accompanying increase in both normative and 

empirical literature.  

In addition, collaboration theory has been able to draw from complementary 

academic fields, such as strategic management and organizational behavior. As such, 

although much work remains to be done to fully understand how interagency 

collaboration works, there is common agreement on basic conceptual foundations. This 

body of work can constitute a foundation for understanding how CANSOFCOM should 

approach preparing to work in the interagency environment. 
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A key part of comprehending this academic foundation is grasping what 

collaboration entails at a basic level, including the different degrees of collaboration and 

the types of collaborative relationships that generally facilitate a desired level of 

partnership. This knowledge is critical for any collaborative organization so it can 

subsequently develop what it wants to achieve out of a collaborative venture and how to 

best proceed in the endeavor. Similarly, understanding why organizations choose to 

collaborate is important so as to determine whether a legitimate basis for collaboration 

actually exists.  

Likewise, knowing basic theory regarding how collaborative relationships 

develop, such as through Tuckman’s stages of group development, will enable an 

organization to assess whether it is meeting or diverging from its goals. As 

CANSOFCOM works to add value in the interagency environment, it should as a 

minimum understand these foundational concepts. From these, it is subsequently possible 

to negotiate some of the common obstacles to collaboration by enacting interagency best 

practices. 

Successful interagency collaboration is difficult and examples of truly effective 

instance of collaboration, particularly in a national security setting, are few and far 

between. Jurisdictional rivalries, differing organizational cultures and tensions with 

competing priorities are simply a few examples of factors that can inhibit interagency 

collaboration.
226

 In addition, unclear mission statements, vaguely defined roles and 
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responsibilities, and poor communication can also present obstacles to organizational 

partnerships.
227

  

Fortunately, for each one of these obstacles there is generally a corresponding 

best practice that in many cases has been normatively and empirically assessed. Although 

the lack of a comprehensive theory implies that practitioners may not fully understand 

why these best practices work, or how best to apply them in different contexts, the fact 

remains that these are not unsolvable problems. As such, there is a wealth of information 

and experience that can guide CANSOFCOM in preparing to work in the interagency 

environment. 

 The first step in preparing to undertake interagency operations is to plan for the 

environment. Specifically, this step entails assessing where there is a legitimate basis for 

CANSOFCOM to create a win-win collaborative relationship with other actors in the 

national security sector. Failure to identify this relationship mutually with other 

departments and agencies will likely impede the collaborative venture from the outset. If 

nothing else, by understanding the needs and goals of other interagency actors and how 

CANSOFCOM could potentially support in these areas, CANSOFCOM leadership will 

better appreciate what is realistically possible with respect to forming or enhancing a 

collaborative relationship.  

In some cases, such as through practical considerations like maintaining 

accountability in a complex national security sector, CANSOFCOM may place internal 

limitations on what can be achieved through collaboration. Notably, the aim of planning 
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for interagency operations should not simply be to enact collaboration as an ends, but to 

identify the means through which collaboration will assist CANSOFCOM and other 

actors in achieving the ends of promoting Canadian national security. In any event, even 

if an analysis should determine that no pressing basis for collaboration exists, there are 

still benefits in enacting several organizational steps to prepare for future collaborative 

ventures. 

As a relatively simple method of developing a collaborative advantage, 

CANSOFCOM need only consider embedding personnel from interagency partners 

within its own organization. Indeed, it would be surprising if CANSOFCOM has not 

already enacted this measure. At the same time, as the experiences of organizations such 

as JIATF-South and AFRICOM demonstrate, greater commitment to organizational 

change should likely result in a greater collaborative advantage. Emplacing interagency 

personnel in key leadership positions within CANSOFCOM would potentially increase 

collaborative capacity in a measurable manner, in addition to helping establish 

interagency trust. Other organizational actions that CANSOFCOM could implement 

include forming a cell or directorate with the primary responsibility of facilitating 

interagency collaboration. In terms of enabling structures, CANSOFCOM could be at the 

forefront of devising methods to share information, make decisions and organizationally 

learn across departments and agencies. Lastly, there are also many actions that 

CANSOFCOM can take to develop its workforce for interagency operations. 

No different to how CANSOFCOM develops personnel to succeed in tactical 

environments, the organization should possess a strategy regarding how to develop its 

personnel to succeed in interagency environments. As with organizational measures, a 
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spectrum of mechanisms exist to meet these aims, from relatively quick fix solutions to 

ones that will require greater commitment of time, people and resources. Notably, the CF 

has already begun research in developing interagency competency and there are many 

courses, research projects and initiatives that CANSOFCOM could leverage to develop 

its personnel. Other mechanisms, such as institutionalizing interagency experience within 

career progression, may have their appropriate place, although perhaps not at this 

juncture. This project does not suggest a solution one way or the other; the important 

thing is that CANSOFCOM analyze what level of collaborative capacity is needed within 

the organization and then subsequently enact steps to resource its capacity development 

appropriately. In this way, CANSOFCOM will have done everything possible to prepare 

for success in the interagency environment.  

The world is a dangerous place and is expected to remain this way for the 

foreseeable future. Recognizing this characteristic of the contemporary operating 

environment, the leadership of CANSOFCOM has articulated the requirement for a 

continual evolution in order to add ongoing value to Canadian national security. As a 

former Commander and Deputy Commander of CANSOFCOM wrote in 2010: 

In the end, as the global security environment continues to grow in 

ambiguity, complexity, chaos, and uncertainty, so also will 

CANSOFCOM adapt and evolve to provide the government and the 

people of Canada with dedicated, highly trained and skilled special 

operations forces capable of providing the wide spectrum of special 

operations options to deter, disrupt, dislocate, and when necessary, to 

destroy those that would do harm to Canadians, our allies and friends, or 

our national interests.
228
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In the process of evolving, CANSOFCOM must also recognize that in addressing a range 

of complex security threats, Canada has opted to implement a comprehensive approach to 

operations that emphasizes interagency operations. As an actor within this environment, 

CANSOFCOM should therefore invest in understanding interagency collaboration and 

taking preparatory steps to flourish in this environment. To succeed in this endeavor, 

adapting to interagency challenges should not be viewed as a choice, although the degree 

of adaptation remains open to discussion. Regardless, the evolution of CANSOFCOM to 

best meet the national security goals of Canada and all Canadians will necessitate the 

continued development of an ability to operate effectively in an interagency environment.  
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